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1 Introduction 
 
 
This chapter will present a description of the background to this work as 
well as an explanation of the problem and our relation to it. This work will, 
after giving a rapid introduction of the fundamentals, split into two parallel 
theses that treat two sides of the same coin. The coin symbolizes the problem 
of long-term provision of key human resources in knowledge intensive 
companies and the different sides reflect the phenomena identity and image. 
Each thesis focuses only on one of the different perspectives and formulates 
a separate thesis purpose and a set of questions under the umbrella of the 
common project purpose. In order to grasp the complete picture and reach a 
greater understanding for the studied problem areas we recommend the 
reader to read both theses. 
 
 
The forthcoming shortage of labor, due among other things to 
demographical issues and the increasing mobility of people on the labor 
market will affect the possibilities to attract and retain employees with 
valuable key competencies. (Lee & Maurer, 1997) The two theses will deal 
with aspects relating to a phenomenon that is usually referred to as 
corporate branding or employer branding (Joinson, 2002). Since we wish to 
accentuate that the branding of a company as an employer is important, we 
will from now on use the term employer branding. Our interpretation of the 
theories concerning employer branding includes an internal perspective – 
identity – and an external one – image, as well as a connection to the long-
term provision of human resources, especially for knowledge-intensive 
companies. 

1.1 Background 
 
Companies always look for a competitive advantage. A competitive 
advantage is according to Porter (1990) an effective combination of the area 
conditions and the company’s strategy. Success is about being in the right 
place at the right time to perceive changes in the own industry, actively 
position the company according to the changes and act to them. (Porter, 
1990) Porter (1990) further refines his theory into the notion of clusters; 
dynamic local environments with a high level of competence and 
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competition (Tson Söderström et al, 2001). The different criteria that need to 
be fulfilled in order to form a successful cluster are contained in Porter’s 
four-cornered diamond. (Porter, 1990) We have focused on the factor corner 
that describes the industry’s superior factor creation mechanisms, such as 
specialized university research programs and outstanding educational 
institutions. (Porter, 1990) Thus, factor conditions contain human resources 
(Porter, 1990; Tson Söderström et al, 2001) and the two theses will treat two 
different considerations of this aspect.  
 
It is vital for a company to identify where the best knowledge is being 
generated in order to attract competence, as well as identifying the schools 
and institutions where the best and most specialized human resources are 
being trained. (Porter, 1990) A decisive factor of company success is that it 
treats employees as permanent and does everything to retain and develop 
this vital resource to upgrade and sustain competitive advantage. (Porter, 
1990) 
 
The world economy at present is said to be in the information age, where 
organizational and individual well-being are tightly connected to how well 
knowledge can be processed (Lawler 1996). Therefore, the emphasis lies on 
human capital, rather than machinery (Hatch, 2002) and the greatest 
challenge companies face is to identify and apply strategies that will enable 
them to ensure the provision of the key participant of this new age; the 
knowledge worker (Tushman & O’Reilly 1996: in Lee et al 1997). At the 
same time, the employment market is becoming increasingly flexible and 
the difficulties for companies to recruit talented employees with key 
competence grow in proportion (Svenskt näringsliv, 2001).  
 
We have chosen to adopt the concept employer branding, which is said to be 
the new weapon to win the war for talent (Reed, 2001). According to Bates 
(2001), employer branding is a relatively new idea, and it concerns the 
alignment of employees with what that company stands for in terms of 
understanding and committing to the company’s goals  (Buss, 2002). We 
think that employer branding is not an entirely new concept, but rather a 
new label put on old ideas, i.e. a new field of use for the theories of 
branding. Employer brands establish companies’ identities as employers, 
just as corporate brands communicate the companies’ values to the 
customers. (The Conference Board, 2002)  
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Recruitment and development of employees is a large burden for companies 
in most industries and, because of this, there is a clear organizational, if not 
societal, imperative for firms to attract and retain their knowledge workers 
(Allen & Griffeth, 1999). 
 
Attracting talent is a central and crucial function of any organization of 
today. Knowledge intensive companies are competing for the same base of 
potential employees. These organizations are often using employee branding 
to distinguish themselves from their competitors in order to attract talents to 
their organizations. (Lee & Maurer, 1997)  
 
Retention of talent has been a central topic of discussion in the academic 
HRM literature for some time now and has become increasingly important 
since knowledge has grown to be a key corporate asset (Horn & Griffeth 
1995; in Lee & Maurer, 1997). 

1.2 Problem Discussion 
 
The coworkers’ competence is the foundation for the knowledge intensive 
companies. The existence and development of competitive advantage will 
depend on the ability to recruit and develop competent and committed 
employees. (Svenskt näringsliv, 2001) Due to a decrease in the number of 
students in the natural sciences-related field there is a growing concern for 
the future concerning the supply of workforce to the organizations relying 
on knowledge workers. (Regeringskansliet, 2002; Johnreden & Wallin, 
2002). In addition, the demographic situation in Sweden (Johnreden & 
Wallin, 2002), and more specifically the age structure in the pharmaceutical 
industry will in a few years time require an even higher rate of recruitment. 
(Arbetsmarknadsstyrelsen, 2003) When the provision of competence is 
uncertain a formation of a long-term talent attraction and retention strategy 
is needed (Reed, 2001). Our interest lies in studying these strategies in 
knowledge intensive organizations.  
 
Many large organizations use a brand-building strategy to attract and retain 
the best employees. (Dell et al, 2001). Many of these initiatives only 
recently started when different firms tried to align employees with their 
organizations’ vision and values. Thus, this is a new trend among companies 
as well as a great challenge. Moreover, these organizations have found that 
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employer branding programs and long-term strategies provide a competitive 
advantage when competing for talent. (The HRM Network, 2002-03-01) 
 
We think that strategy includes both an external and an internal perspective, 
comprising the concepts of identity and image, where identity is the set of 
values perceived by the employees internally and image being the set of 
values held by individuals outside the organization. 

1.3 The EARS Project1 
 
The situation described above fitted a problem facing the pharmaceutical 
company AstraZeneca (from now on referred to as AZ). After contacts 
between the Department of Business and Administration (EKI) and AZ, a 
discussion arose between the two on a research project that would mutually 
benefit both parties, investigating the problem at hand. This was the first 
step in the formation of the EARS project group, consisting of two thesis 
groups and lead by an experienced tutor, treating the same problem and 
centring a joint project purpose. The work is thus divided into two theses 
that respectively treat the internal identity and the external image. 

1.4 Project Purpose 
 
The purpose of the project, which is shared by the two parallel theses, is to 
investigate and analyze how knowledge intensive organizations can ensure 
their long-term provision of key human resources. 

1.5 Image 
  
This specific thesis is about employer branding and focuses on the concept 
of image. There is a need for a strong image in order to differentiate a 
company from its competitors, and to be able to communicate what is 
unique about their specific company (Hirschman, 2002).  
 
With scarce resources on the supply side of the attraction process, AZ feels 
it must reevaluate its communication strategy when it comes to contacts 
with high school-, college- and university students in order to ensure 
provision of suitable employees in the future (Camilla Larsen, 2003-12-17). 
                                                 

1 EARS – Employee Attraction & Retention Study 
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1.6 Formulation of Problem 
 
Our problem discussion leads us to the following questions:  
 

o How can the Swedish output market of talent for pharmaceutical 
companies be described? 

o What is AZ’s employer image in the targeted segments of potential 
employees? 

o What form does talent attraction take in knowledge intensive 
organizations?  

1.7 Thesis Purpose 
 
The thesis purpose of this work is to investigate and analyze the outside 
perspective of employer branding – the employer image – of a knowledge 
intensive company through a study of AstraZeneca. 

1.8 Reading Instructions 
 
We will in this thesis exclusively treat the image part of employer branding 
and only touch upon identity when referring to the external part of employer 
branding. Additionally, the reader should bear in mind that every use of the 
term branding in this thesis relates to employer branding. Finally we wish to 
point out that this thesis has been aimed at covering students’ and young 
professionals’ perception of AZ. For the reader, the expression ‘young 
professionals’ encompasses the group of younger people with a few years on 
the labor market. 
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2 Methodology 
 
 
This chapter deals with the philosophical aspects of our research. When 
writing a thesis with scientific grounds, it is important to convey the 
authors’ views on science in order to explain and facilitate for the reader. 
We will picture different aspects of science and also explain our own 
thoughts on science and reality based on the chosen field of investigation.  

 

2.1 Viewpoints on Science Research 
 
In the scientific society, scientists conduct scientific investigations and 
generate scientific knowledge. Apart from this, practical investigators and 
authors of a thesis like this one often get the question whether the report is 
scientific or not. Is the investigation conducted scientifically? Is there any 
scientific value to the results? (Lundahl & Skärvad, 1999). To highlight the 
main differences between science and investigations we have chosen to refer 
to Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul (1997), who describe the differences in the 
following manner: 
 
 Investigations Science research 
Results Aiming for solution of a 

specific problem or 
changing a certain 
situation, ’to make 
something happen’ 

Most often aiming for knowledge 
that is generally applicable 

Problem  
orientation 

Objectives are often given Demands a detailed problem 
inventory and go-through of earlier 
research and studies 

Time Often short Rather long and not always 
specified 

Carrying  
through 

Often joint work with the 
people who will be 
affected by the findings  

Often realized in a closed group of 
scientific competence 

Role The investigator works as 
an agent of change 

The researcher is driven by intra-
scientific demands 
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Reporting  
of findings 

Through conversation and 
negotiation with those 
affected by the 
propositions, written report 
may be of subordinate 
significance 

Scientific thesis, dissertation, etc. 
Exhaustive demands for detailed 
model- and methodology reporting, 
demands for publicizing  

 
It is in our opinion relevant to ask oneself how the work has been concluded. 
Based on the table above, we believe that this thesis can be characterized as 
scientific. Objections to this statement may include the short time span and 
the fact that the work is realized in cooperation with AZ. However, our 
thesis is aiming for knowledge that can be generally applicable, the work is 
driven by intra-scientific demands, and it is, per se, an academically written 
thesis with a detailed methodology part. Lundahl & Skärvad (1999) states 
that scientific research is aiming for theoretical contributions, as well as 
planning and realization according to scientific methodology. Patel & 
Davidsson (2000) also accentuate that science research should have 
theoretical grounds; meaning that the starting point lies in established 
theories and models. Furthermore, Patel & Davidsson (2000) says that this 
implicates that new knowledge must be added to the science society, that is 
to contribute to already existing theories. In the case of our thesis, one might 
say that our scientific approach is not completely waterproof. Hence, we 
agree with Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul (1997) when mentioning the 
difficulties in categorizing the work as either the one or the other, since 
differences between investigations and science research are unclear. In 
conclusion, we argue that our thesis in general falls under the science 
research category, and this statement is also supported by Eriksson & 
Wiedersheim-Paul’s (1997) suggestion that investigations and science 
research not are two different species, just different degrees of the same 
thing.  

2.2 Perspectives on Science 
 
Science theory should be seen as a consideration of the reasons for using, or 
not using, a particular methodology. Science theory therefore becomes 
particularly important when one needs to motivate the methodology chosen 
for a given field of science. This does not mean that science theory solely is 
a normative discipline, i.e. a topic that only explains which methodological 
choices a scientist should make. Instead, science theory also aims at 
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achieving the most correct explanation of what science really is – or how 
knowledge is generated. (Knudsen, 1994; in Andersen, 1994) We will in this 
part try to explain our chosen perspective on science and also explain why 
we find it relevant to our purpose.  
 
All human beings have filters that are used when taking in or sharing 
information, perceptions, etc. This filter works as a more or less conscious 
function in everyday life when handling experiences, consciousness, 
descriptions, sense-making, interpretation and interaction. In philosophy, 
terms like hermeneutics, positivism and critical theory are used to explain 
individuals’ relation to themselves, other individuals and the world 
surrounding them. (Kvale, 1997) Below we will shortly describe positivism 
and hermeneutics, since we see this as a necessary approach, before 
presenting our own perspective on science – critical theory.  

2.2.1 Positivism 
 
Positivists normally argue that a scientist needs to distance himself from the 
object he is observing. A positivist takes a stand outside the context of 
investigation and tries to make sure of his independence when observing. 
(Lundahl & Skärvad, 1999) Based on this model, positivists explain human 
behavior in terms of cause and effect, using quantitative measures. 
Positivists believe that facts can be collected from the social environment 
independently from how human beings interpret their environment. A 
scientist should refine his search tools for gathering data in order for these to 
become neutral instruments of registration – like a ruler that measures 
distances or a watch that measures time. (May, 2001) 

2.2.2 Hermeneutics 
 
The hermeneutical approach could in many parts be seen as the exact 
opposite of positivism. Hermeneutics include interpretation and subjectivity, 
and normally make use of qualitative measures. Two common statements 
related to hermeneutics are; ‘no understanding without pre-understanding’ 
and ‘understanding the smaller part implies understanding of the whole’. 
(Molander, 1988) Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul (1997) state that positivism 
is based on an ideal of absolute knowledge, whereas the hermeneutical 
approach deals with relative knowledge. Hermeneutical methodology is 
about understanding and giving insight to a chosen field of investigation, 
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which is done by the scientist’s subjective participation in the research. 
(Lundahl & Skärvad, 1999)  The scientist furthermore uses his pre-
understanding when interpreting and analyzing the problem. The 
hermeneutical approach implicates an all encompassing understanding 
through interpretation. (Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul, 1997) 

2.2.3 Critical Theory 
 
However, positivism and hermeneutics do not apply to our perspective on 
science theory. Instead, critical theory is what corresponds to our 
perspective on science and how to generate knowledge. What if there are 
mechanisms and connections in the social processes that human beings are 
not aware of, but that still affect their actions? If so, the hermeneutical, 
interpretive approach may not be sufficient, since it is not possible to 
interpret something that one is unaware of. Some might then suggest 
stepping over to the observing, positivistic approach in order to look for 
explanations that are unknown to the participants themselves. (Eriksson & 
Wiedersheim-Paul, 1997)  
 
Critical theory, according to Andersen (1994), does not wish to destroy or 
falsify either positivism or hermeneutics, but seeks to benefit from both the 
observing and the participating approaches, since both are needed to realize 
a complete and understandable picture of the social environment. Critical 
theory is based on the idea that both an objective as well as a subjective 
level is traceable in every form of social environment. The activities and 
social processes that take place in society always depend on a coexistence of 
conscious, deliberate actions and objective, law binding factors that human 
beings are not aware of. (Andersen, 1994) We believe that Giddens (1982; 
in Maggs-Rapport, 2001) has found a good way of describing critical theory 
when he states that the subject (the human agent) and the object (the 
structure or institution) are caught up in a complex relationship where 
neither have primacy. It is furthermore explained that rules govern how we 
communicate and our actions are considered on three different levels: the 
unconscious level, the taken-for-granted knowledge level and the conscious 
level. ‘The unconscious level is not very important on a day-to-day basis but 
comes into play in crisis situation. The taken-for-granted knowledge level is 
associated with routine, and the conscious level is concerned with reflexive 
knowledge, in other words the way we constitute our social world.’ 
(Giddens, 1982, in Maggs-Rapport, 2001, pp 378-379) Craib (1992) gives 
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us the following example on the taken-for-granted and conscious levels of 
understanding. The taken-for-granted level refers to continuing the 
mathematical equation whereas the conscious level refers to being able to 
articulate how we were able to do so:  
 
‘The most essential rules are those that govern a mathematical series, such 
as 2, 4, 6, 8…; nobody would have much trouble in continuing such a 
progression, but we would need to think about – and might have difficulty in 
articulating – the rule we were following, just as we rarely know the rules 
we are following when we walk.’ (Craib, 1992, pp 112-113) 
 
We here wish to convey that our belief, like Guba’s (1990) and Kincheloe & 
McLaren’s (1994), is that all thought is fundamentally mediated by power 
relations that are socially and historically situated. To further elucidate this 
standpoint of ours; everything we think and believe is colored by social and 
historical inheritance that most often is taken for granted and which we are 
not aware of. We believe that the ambition of critical theory is to be able to 
point out the deeper structures, the taken for granted, which cause thoughts 
and actions to get stuck in patterns of habit. Alvesson & Sköldberg (1994) 
state that a good reflection or interpretation forces people to think, and 
maybe also to think differently. Our belief is, like these authors, that 
interpretation should build on people’s ideas and conceptions, but also that 
interpretation could challenge these ideas and conceptions.  
 
We choose to look at science as a synthesis of multiple perspectives. This 
multiplism refers to the fact that research can be approached, and knowledge 
can be generated, from several different perspectives. Multiple perspectives 
can be used to define research goals, to choose research questions, 
methodology, methods, analysis and to interpret results. (Crossan, 2003) 
Alvesson & Sköldberg (1994) state that critical theory is characterized by an 
interpretive approach, and that it sometimes is called ‘critical hermeneutics’. 
A critical theorist is interested in the meaning of things and argues, like we 
do, that social science is about giving signification and sense to different 
phenomena. (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 1994) These methodological ideas of 
ours have naturally affected our thesis. We believe that neutrality and 
objectivity can be questioned when observing a social phenomenon. 
Furthermore, what is focused and how this is interpreted tends to confirm or 
question the existing situation. Social science benefits some interests and 
ideas, whilst is unfair to others, whether or not the scientist wants to. We 
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have tried to make use of critical reflection and emancipation from ‘old and 
habitual’ patterns of thinking. (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 1994) 

2.3 Perspectives on Reality 
 
Human beings attribute meaning to their own actions as well as to other 
phenomena. They all have an opinion on who they are and also how their 
society looks, and should look, and they interpret and describe thereafter. 
Therefore, social scientists must often interpret and understand social actors’ 
interpretations and understanding about themselves, others and the physical 
world. Social scientists must relate to a world which already is interpreted 
by the social actors themselves. (Gilje & Grimen, 1992) Social scientists 
disagree on how to relate to descriptions of themselves made by social 
actors.  Gilje & Grimen (1992) mention two different traditions.  
 
The first tradition states that scientists should disregard of social actors’ 
descriptions of themselves and their activities since these most often are 
false and the terminology is unscientific. This tradition speaks for 
objectivity, meaning that the roles of the social actors should not colour the 
research. It is also stated that the scientist’s pre-understanding lies like a veil 
between human beings and reality and clouds the possibility for insight, and 
the scientist has to get rid of the pre-understanding in order to be scientific. 
(Gilje & Grimen, 1992)  
 
The second tradition, amongst others defended by Weber, argues that the 
social actors’ descriptions are of fundamental importance since their own 
perceptions about their activities give meaning to their actions. Science must 
therefore build on the descriptions made by the social actors, and the fact 
that reality is socially constructed. The perceptions of the scientist are 
important in this science since it is based on interpretive understanding. 
Gilje & Grimen, 1992) 
 
These two traditions relate back to positivism and hermeneutics. A 
comparison between the two gives a preliminary view on what critical 
theory, our way of looking at reality, really is. The most interesting and 
essential parts of critical theory are the complexity of the basic relations of 
society. In everyday life, anonymous forces, law-binding rules and 
happenings are realized as a result of the coexistence of multiple actions, 
which all are meaningful and make sense to the individual, but whose results 
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are something that no single actor can master or plan. One example is the 
traffic jams that tend to occur in major cities between, let us say, 4 and 6 in 
the afternoon. Seen from the perspective of the single individual, these 
traffic jams are objective and ‘just there’ and he or she just has to accept 
them. On the other hand, it is perfectly rational and understandable that the 
individual has to travel at these hours since he or she probably works normal 
office hours. It now seems that the actions of single individuals are 
meaningful in a subjective way (he or she has to get home), but the result 
(traffic jams) is not meaningful – it is ‘just there’. (Andersen, 1994) We find 
it very interesting that these processes or actions seem to happen 
automatically, independently of us being aware of them or not, as long as 
the conditions do not change. 
 
Critical theorists choose to call these events a combination of objectivity and 
subjectivity. In this case objectivity includes the social processes that are 
governed by anonymous mechanisms and laws, for example market forces 
of supply and demand and bureaucracy.  Some of these mechanisms are 
known by the individual actors and some are not. The goal, or objective, of 
critical theory is to investigate if such mechanisms are present that hinder 
free communication and therefore lead to unclear perceptions of reality. To 
conclude with, critical theory tries to develop a methodology that can 
combine the participant perspective with the observing perspective, the 
subjective understanding of the world with the objective mechanisms of 
complex society and the hermeneutical interpretive approach with the 
positivistic cause-and-effect analysis. (Andersen, 1994) Critical theorists 
argue that multiple perspectives are needed in order to sufficiently 
understand a complex reality that includes features that are both objective 
and subjective (Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul, 1997). We have realized that 
we as researchers are part of a bigger context, both ideologically and 
politically, and that this context with all its history and traditions affect us.   

2.4 Importance of Methodology 
 
So why have these philosophical discussions about science and reality? 
Hughes (1994, p 2) asks: ‘…what is it about philosophy that gives it this 
seemingly vital role in human intellectual affairs? We agree with Smith 
(1998), who states that it is the uncomplicated style and innocent way of 
questioning, which produces confusion and instability in our assumptions 
and ideas about the world that makes the study of philosophy of special 
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benefit. The indirectness and circular nature of philosophical questioning is 
helpful in itself, since it encourages in-depth thinking and generates further 
questions in relation to the topic of investigation (Crossan, 2003). According 
to Proctor (1998; in Crossan, 2003), individuals rarely take time to reflect 
upon these issues in everyday life, but exploring personal beliefs could 
assist in understanding and explaining wider philosophical issues, namely 
the interrelationship between the following three levels of enquiry:  
 
o What is the nature of reality? (Ontological level)  
o What can be known about reality and what counts as knowledge? 

(Epistemological level)  
o How can a researcher discover what can be known? (Methodological 

level)  
 
Porter (1996) includes a fourth level, notably ‘Methods’, which relates to the 
practical side of our work and the question of how evidence about reality 
can be collected. The following chapter on methods will deal with this 
question. 

2.5 Summary Methodology 
 
This chapter deals with the philosophical issues about scientific research. 
We have explained the reasons for us considering this thesis in major parts 
scientific, as opposed to an investigation. Furthermore, we explain why we 
think that critical theory is what best explains our way of looking at science 
and knowledge, and also our perspective on reality. To sum up with, we 
have accentuated the use of methodological discussions in research work.  
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3 Methods 

 
This chapter deals with the practical methods used when collecting evidence 
about reality. In this chapter the reader will be given a chance to 
comprehend our approach and realization of this thesis, in order to give the 
reader a chance to critically examine and estimate our results. 
 

3.1 Our study 
 
Our study is characterized by an interpretive approach, without offering a 
specific formula for how to critically analyze the gathered material. When 
devoted to critical theory a scientist does not wish to interpret according to a 
fixed frame of conceptions, but tries to mix and make use of multiple 
perspectives when analyzing. This means that we have used multiple 
perspectives, objective as well as subjective, when analyzing the material. 
Like hermeneutics, it is difficult to extract clear guidelines on how to 
perform good and reasonable empirical research from the literature on the 
topic. (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 1994) 
 
However, we will in this section explain how we have realized our study 
according to the theories earlier explained. One example of how critical 
theory has colored our work is that we have not approached our field of 
research in a narrow or single-minded way. We have considered the 
surrounding context of AZ of interest, and have therefore included one 
section about the characteristics of the labor market. This is done in order to 
place the company in the bigger picture and also to point out the social and 
historical context in which it functions. In addition, we have analyzed the 
gathered material concerning this topic empirically, without using any 
theories from the literature, and so made use of one type of perspective.  
 
Alvesson & Sköldberg (1994) state that the critical theorist seeks to avoid 
the uncritical reproduction of dominating ideas and interest. With the 
intention of following this line of thinking, and use an additional 
perspective, we have applied some theories for our field of research in a new 
way, in order to not get stuck in old, habitual thinking patterns. Alvesson & 
Sköldberg (1994) mean that a more liberated approach is suitable, where the 
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researcher’s fantasy, creativity and analytical ability are natural elements. 
The mentality of measurements and keeping protocols, which characterizes 
researchers influenced by strict methodology and methods, is not very 
relevant to a critical theorist (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 1994) Thus, instead of 
conforming to traditional methods, we have chosen the approach of multiple 
perspectives.  
 
Though, we wish to point out that we do not wish to revolutionize the entire 
science society with these ideas of ours. We rather feel that we can relate to 
critical theory on a general, and sometimes abstract, level. Hence, in our 
view this does not mean that all other perspectives on science are excluded, 
but we have tried to mix these together, using a critical approach, to form 
what we think is a relevant base for our research. We realize that other 
opinions exist and that this approach may seem unorthodox, but we believe 
that conforming to the traditions of scientific research is not an objective in 
itself.  

3.2 Practical Approach of our Study 
 
Our study is concluded with the help of several different methods of 
gathering data, e.g. interviews, surveys, investigations or other written 
material related to the study. This relates to the idea of using multiple 
perspectives. We have gathered data of various kinds, of both quantitative 
and qualitative character, as well as of both primary and secondary 
character, which also suits the idea of multiplism. Alvesson & Sköldberg 
(1994) state that critical theorists most often make use of data of secondary 
empirical data, while limited own empirical contributions may be used as 
complements. These authors furthermore state that scientists have the 
possibility to select from a vast base of empirical material and use only for 
own purposes relevant data.  
 
Studies within the field of social science are often aimed at studying social 
systems, such as motives and effects of human behavior. Normally these 
strive at reaching organized knowledge about the actors under consideration 
and how these look upon reality. (Lundahl & Skärvad, 1999) To fulfill our 
purpose this knowledge implies the creation of an initial understanding of 
how outside parties think and feel about AZ – the image. The understanding 
we believe have been reached in a suitable way, which is through a survey. 
In addition, we believe that this form of gathering information at the initial 
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stage is preferable to, e.g. interviews, since we wished to grasp a broader 
understanding before going deep. At a later stage we conducted interviews 
with two key individuals related to the image-creating work of AZ, in order 
to get a more thorough understanding of the questions at hand. We have also 
studied several investigations which have been conducted by outside 
consultants to compare and analyze our results. These investigations are 
broader and more general, but provide useful information about the target 
groups of AZ.  
 
One specific feature of this work is that a parallel thesis is written with the 
same project purpose. This means that two different groups have been 
working under the same umbrella, although focusing on different aspects 
and using different angles. This way of conduct has presented some 
advantages as well as some disadvantages. To some extent we have been 
able to share information between the groups, which has facilitated our work 
and gives an additional dimension to our study as AZ can compare different 
views and results. Although this joint project in most aspects proved fruitful, 
the coordination and consideration have been rather time consuming. In 
conclusion, the biggest advantage lies in reading and comparing both theses 
while the immediate drawback relates to the limitation of independence of 
each group.  

3.2.1 Survey 
 
As mentioned above we conducted a survey. The methods used for 
construction and realization of this survey are described below. 
 
We chose to construct our own survey with no help from yet existing 
internal surveys. This decision was taken based on our wish to fulfill as 
many as possible from Ejlertsson’s (1996) criteria on how to construct a 
good survey. Ejlertsson (1996) mentions a number of preferences, amongst 
others to use a simple language, to ask one question at a time, to exclude 
ambiguous questions, to exclude leading questions and to avoid questions 
based on pre-knowledge of the topic. Our survey is found in appendices 1 & 
2, and we believe that these criteria are met with satisfaction.  
 
The survey was handed out and answered by 307 students at four different 
universities. We seized the opportunity of following the AZ representatives 
to these universities when taking part in work forums, and we were therefore 
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able to catch the respondents in the exhibition case of the company. We did 
not use a cover letter (Ejlertsson, 1996) to introduce the purpose of the 
survey, but instead informed the respondents orally about these issues. 
Lundahl & Skärvad (1999) state that surveys are supposed to be 
standardized, which in this case means that all respondents should answer 
the same questions. Consequently, if this principle is met, good conditions 
for quantitative measurements and analysis are formed. We chose to use the 
survey and its quantitative approach in order to cover a larger number of 
respondents than would have been possible if interviews would have been 
used as an instrument. In this way we collected a fairly large amount of 
answers which we believe makes our work more credible. Andersen (1994) 
is of the opinion that surveys often function as a suitable instrument since it 
is swift, not very time-consuming and generate data with a high degree of 
reliability.  

3.2.2 Interviews 
 
We also conducted two interviews with the persons who work on a day-to-
day basis with the questions related to the purpose of this thesis. Ewa 
Erixson-Carlqvist who is responsible for the contacts with compulsory and 
high school institutions, and Camilla Larsen who is responsible for college 
and university contacts, were chosen and interviewed because of their 
specific knowledge and interest in the topic of employer branding. These 
two individuals are in charge of the day-to-day work of employer branding 
at AZ and correspond to our qualitative data.  
 
During these interviews we made use of an interview-guide that was 
constructed beforehand (see appendix 3). Furthermore, the interviews were 
initiated by a short description of our work and the purpose of the same, in 
order to place the questions in the bigger context. The actual interviews 
were then conducted in a way that Lundahl & Skärvad (1999) call semi-
structured, which implies that our interview guide served as a general 
framework and was not followed question by question. We wished to focus 
on the development of the interviews instead of the specific questions, and 
therefore we would like to point out that the order of questioning actually 
varied to some extent. We also tried to minimize our own influence by 
giving the respondents the possibility of articulating their own answers and 
thoughts, as well as to ask questions with open ends to not present 
alternatives within the questions themselves. The interviews took place on 
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the premises of AZ and took about an hour each. One of us asked the 
questions while the other took notes, and these notes were later transcribed 
to form a more complete base of data. The interviewees have afterwards 
been contacted for approval of quotes included in this thesis, in order to 
avoid misinterpretations.  
 
3.2.3 Selection of respondents 
 
The selection of respondents is , amongst other things, about which 
individuals to ask. The researcher has to weigh the scientifically desired 
against the practically possible. It is also necessary to make a distinction 
between probability selection, which represents a whole population, and 
non-probability selection. (Lundahl & Skärvad 1999) We cannot statistically 
prove that our selection represent the underlying target population. 
Nevertheless, we think that it was worthwhile seizing the opportunity of 
asking these students since they all attend relevant educational programs. 
The relevance is in this case based on the correlation between education and 
future recruitment needs of AZ.   
 
The respondents of our survey are all students from Uppsala University, 
Chalmers Tekniska Högskola, Lund University or Kungliga Tekniska 
Högskolan. The reason for choosing these locations has much to do with 
convenience and limited time span. Since the agenda for these work forums 
already was set, our work was facilitated when we were given the 
opportunity of performing our survey in this forum. Practically, we were 
given a place in the exhibition case of AZ where passers-by were given the 
chance to participate in our survey.  Consequently, the respondents were 
only randomly selected from the group of people which had found their way 
to the exhibition case of AZ.  
 
This approach could be criticized due to its statistical shortcomings, but also 
show advantages concerning the marginal dropping-off rate, the time aspect, 
and relevant background of the respondents. During the time spent in the 
exhibition case, we felt that the students were generally positive about 
taking part in our survey, and we believe that this could relate to their 
interest in AZ. Since they had found their way there already, they were keen 
on talking to the AZ representatives and did not mind remaining an extra 
few minutes to answer our questions. This could bias our results and should 
be taken into consideration. In addition, almost all students show a relevant 
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profile for the future recruitment of AZ which also fortifies the relevance of 
their answers. After having performed the survey at Uppsala University, we 
chose to slightly modify our survey as the first version (appendix 1) showed 
some degree of what Kvale (1997) calls internal dropping-off. Some of the 
questions were left unanswered and we felt that our survey would benefit 
from the rearrangements found in appendix 2. After having modified our 
survey, we experienced an even lower rate of internal dropping-off. We had 
a marginal overall external dropping-off rate (Kvale, 1997). Four individuals 
failed in returning our survey and only one declined taking part in it. After 
four days on four different work forums we had collected 307 surveys.  

3.2.4 Sources of Information 
 
Our primary data, which has been collected with this thesis as its sole 
purpose, consists of the information gathered with help of our survey and 
interviews. Primary data is according to Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul 
(1997) collected by the authors themselves in relation to a specific purpose. 
The secondary data used in this work is all the vast amount of information 
that has been gathered with different objectives and purposes than ours by 
external parties, although used by us as well. Examples of secondary data 
are; Attrack (investigation performed by Exido, 2003), FöretagsBarometern 
2002 & 2003 (investigations performed by Universum) and statistical 
reports from Skolverket and SCB. Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul (1997) 
define secondary data as information that already exists, most often since it 
has been gathered by someone else. It is normally both cheaper and more 
simple to use secondary data. In our thesis, both primary and secondary data 
is used with secondary data being predominant, and thus relates back to our 
approach of using multiple perspectives.  

3.2.5 Criticism 
 

Alvesson & Sköldberg (1994) state that criticism of critical theory can be 
expressed in various ways. As an ideal approach of science it may seem a 
little bit too pretentious, and the researcher often gets stuck on a rather 
abstract level. The idea of emancipating from old and habitual ideas may 
seem to be a good idea, but we consider it to be difficult to practically apply. 
Though, our belief is that critical theory offers many possibilities if not 
taken too literally. Instead, we have focused on the objective of adding 
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something new to topic under consideration as an alternative for confirming 
old methods and truths.  
 
Lundahl & Skärvad (1999) say that it is important to critically examine all 
sources of information in order to avoid irrelevant and inferior data. We 
have detected a few shortcomings in some of our secondary data, and we 
here wish to comment on these. 
 
When it comes to FöretagsBarometern – Teknologer (2003), 2337 students 
constitute the survey. The survey was distributed both via mail (65%) and 
electronically as a web survey (35%). We have not been able to find any 
figures that describe the answering rate of the survey, which is why we find 
it hard to appreciate the credibility of this investigation. The participants of 
the survey show, when taking a closer look at educational programs, 
relevant backgrounds for our purposes as well as for AZ’s. Also, the 
respondents geographical spread is satisfactory.  
 
FöretagsBarometern – Ekonomer (2002) has 2884 respondents. The 
distribution is divided between mail version (58%) and electronic version 
(42%), with an answering rate of 21% for the mail version whilst the rate for 
the electronic version not has been measurable. Therefore, we find it hard to 
appreciate the credibility of this investigation. Though, we have no reason to 
question the participants’ relevance to our research when looking at which 
educational profiles they possess. Also, the respondents geographical spread 
is satisfactory.  
 
Universum’s Young Professional Survey (YPS, 2003) shows that around 
10.000 respondents have taken part in the investigation. These are 
distributed over six countries, whereof 1883 constitute the Swedish part. 
The distribution of respondents between the three different segments 
business, technology/natural sciences and IT/computer science is not shown. 
Only 3% of the technology/natural sciences segment are working with bio-
technology, and 9% are working in the chemistry industry, whereas no one 
is a chemist.  
 
Attrack Professionals 25-40 (2003) is in our view the most credible 
investigation out of the ones mentioned earlier. 10.144 respondents have 
participated, whereof about 1/3 are business professionals and 2/3 are civil 
engineers. The answering rate corresponds to 54%, and the distribution was 
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made through a web survey. The data that has been used in this thesis 
corresponds to the group of civil engineers.  
 

3.3 Evaluation of Methods 
 
In this part we wish to present our thoughts and ideas concerning the 
credibility, the transferability and the dependability of this thesis.  

3.3.1 Objectivity and Values 
 
In theoretical discussions concerning science objectivity is a matter of 
argument. Some argue that objectivity in its fullest form is reachable and 
necessary, whilst others argue that a scientist never can be completely 
objective and sometimes even that it is not desirable to be objective. 
(Lundahl & Skärvad, 1999). Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul (1997) claim 
that social science undoubtedly is founded on values. The chosen literature, 
the selected methods and the performed observations highly depend on the 
result of the selective process of every individual’s childhood, education and 
professional experience. This specific selection of criteria creates the 
personal frame of references, which in turn strongly influences the behavior 
and work of the individual. Values are important during the whole process 
of writing a thesis, as these filter the information gathered. (Eriksson & 
Wiedersheim-Paul 1997) We agree with all that has been mentioned above, 
but we think that the hard part is knowing which aspects that have been 
colored by our beliefs and values. As we have mentioned before, our belief 
is that objectivity and neutrality not can be reached in their fullest forms. 
However, we do not claim that the opposite, subjectivity, is the desired goal 
since critical theory proclaims a pending between proximity and distance 
(Alvesson & Sköldberg, 1994). Andersen (1994) adds that the critical 
attitude not is based on mere private, subjective, values but rather is inter-
subjective and founded on consensus. We do not believe that objectivity in 
the positivistic sense is meaningful, but that it clearly is relevant in the sense 
of being impartial.  
 
In the case of our thesis we have been forced to choose from a vast base of 
information. Since we are dealing with limitations such as the time aspect 
and the number of pages used, we have to exclude a lot of information that 
in our opinion is less important. Already at this stage it is possible to detect 
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that our values have influenced the completion of this thesis. What you as a 
reader will get your hands on is a product of our values and beliefs. Though, 
we have tried to base our work on relevance, probability, neutrality and 
balance to build credibility for our work. Whether we have succeeded or not 
is not for us to judge, but we have tried to minimize our own influence. 

3.3.2 Validity and Reliability 
 
A scientist’s personal influence on the work decreases the degree of 
reliability. A thesis with a high degree of reliability is characterized by the 
independence of the practical performance of the work. This means that the 
work should be independent of who is conducting it, as well as how the 
information is collected and how it is processed, to score high on reliability. 
(Lundahl & Skärvad, 1999) Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul (1997) as well as 
Patel & Davidsson (2000) add to the discussion by stating that the 
instruments used should give credible and consistent results.  
 
We feel that reliability could pose a problem in our thesis. We believe that 
this work most probably would have taken a different form if not realized by 
us. This assumption is based on the need of choice from a vast base of data. 
We would like to point out that we believe that the information gathered 
holds a reasonable degree of reliability. Except from our survey and two 
interviews, the information that forms the base of this thesis has been 
gathered by others and is not influenced by our own values and beliefs. 
Though, in selecting and analyzing the information we believe that our 
influence has been stronger and therefore should be taken into consideration 
since we have interpreted what others already have interpreted.  
 
Lundahl & Skärvad (1999) define validity as the lack of systematic 
measurement errors, while Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul (1997) describe 
validity as the degree to which an instrument is able to measure the object 
that is supposed to be measured. Without complicating things more, we 
think that validity is about accuracy. E.g. are we asking the questions that 
we wish to find the answers to and are we searching for relevant 
information? We have tried to bear these questions in mind when writing 
this thesis, but we do not think that our validity is measurable. Even so, we 
feel that our instruments show a clear relevance to the specific purpose of 
this thesis and we therefore argue that the validity criterion is fulfilled.    
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3.4 Summary Methods 
 
This chapter deals with the practical approach to this thesis. Out study is 
initially described, and is followed by an explanation of the different 
methods used when gathering data. The chapter is concluded by an 
evaluation of the methods used, and gives the reader a chance to critically 
examine the work. 
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4  Theoretical References 
 
 
This chapter aims at giving the reader a better theoretical understanding of 
the chosen research area. The theories presented in this chapter are the 
equipment that allows for the upcoming analysis. The objective of this 
chapter is to clarify how an organization’s competitive advantage can be 
reached with the help of a strategy connected to branding. We will focus on 
one side of the branding concept, namely employer branding, and the use of 
competence as an instrument to obtain a competitive advantage. 
 

4.1  Disposition 
 
We have chosen to focus on employer branding which can be seen as the 
strategy a company uses in order to attract talent. After having gone through 
literature on the topic, we have formed our own opinion and divided the 
concept in two parts: internal identity and external image. This thesis 
focuses on image, which follows on employer branding. Image can be seen 
as the perception of the employer in the minds of the audiences, and to 
understand how the image is generated we have included the section on 
attraction. Attraction deals with how mutual interest between employer and 
employee occurs and is pursued by the section on the beautiful organization. 
This, the last section treats the wrapping form of the communication, 
necessary to convey company’s core values and attributes.  
 
In short, this chapter presents old ideas in a new wrapping form. We would 
like to remind the reader that the subsequent theories of branding in general, 
are to be used exclusively within the field of employer branding. In our 
mind, employer branding uses the company’s core values to generate input 
of competence to the company, whilst traditional consumer branding uses 
the same values to sell the output of products and services on the consumer 
market. To furthermore illustrate our view on this new concept, consisting 
of old ideas, we present the model 4.1 on the next page.   
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Model 4.1: Two sides of branding – our view. 

4.2 Employer Branding 
 
Brands are about names (Ries & Ries, 1999), but to register a name does not 
mean that a company has created a brand. A brand is instead created through 
the development of a brand identity, whereas a brand with a brand image not 
by itself is a strategic asset. (Urde, 1997)  
 
The modern brand relates back to USA and Great Britain and was first used 
during the late 1850s. Branding was developed into an important influence 
on marketing to express and distinguish the different businesses’ products. 
(Urde, 1997) In modern business, brands have been in focus ever since the 
late 1980s when companies started to pay well over the asset value for 
companies with strong brands. Brands ‘became king’ during the 80s (Knox 
& Maklan, 1998) and are ever since associated with trust and are considered 
to be a necessity for successful branding (Urde, 1997). Today the market is 
developing into an environment of shorter product life cycles, increased 
competition, faster innovation and imitation and more empowered 
customers (Knox & Maklan, 1998). Branding has for some time been a way 
of competing in this environment (Urde, 1997).  
 
We have chosen to relate to Nilson’s (1998) opinion on traditional branding, 
since it in our view works just as well for employer branding. He states that 
it is important to be number one or the company will just be a follower with 
no ambition to win and will not last in a competitive and hostile business 
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environment. ‘The benefits of being the obvious choice are enormous. You 
are known, you are short-listed, at least in the mind of the buyer…’ (Nilson, 
1998, p21) Our notion of this concept is that the ‘buyer’ could be exchanged 
with the employee, and Gregory w. Wiechmann (2002) state that leading 
companies often have the best suited employees, which is referred to as the 
true competitive advantage. Talent is the real global challenge which 
includes recruiting and retaining the highly qualified workers, according to 
the same authors. Organizations need to formulate strategies for their long-
term supply of competence.  The lack of trained and motivated human 
resources is the biggest threat. (Gregory w. Wiechmann, 2002) 
 
Except for management, this  work also has to include the HR department in 
order to be consistent, proactive and successful (Conference Board, 2002). 
The opinion of the Conference Board (2002, p4) is that: ‘Unless HR really is 
a strategic partner – at the table when strategies are shaped – it can only 
supply talent in reaction to each newly identified need or change in 
company direction. Its implementation of the talent quest will almost 
certainly be limited to clusters of programs rather than a coherent strategy 
which is critical for long-term success.’ 
 
4.2.1 The use of Employer Branding 
 
‘The few, the proud, the … If you can complete this phrase, then you already 
understand the power of employer branding.’ (Joinson, 2002)  
 
According to Simms (2003), a good way to start building a corporate brand 
is to start with the employer brand. The report from the Conference Board 
(Dell et al, 2001) ‘Engaging Your Employees through Your Brand’ reveals 
that it is fairly common among larger corporations to use branding to attract 
and retain talent. Employer branding is about challenging companies not 
only to attract potential new employees but also to be perceived as the best 
place to work at, as well as making them stay and comprehend and commit 
to the company’s goals (The HRM Network, 2002; Bates, 2001). Donath 
(2001, p8) explains the employer brand in the following words: ‘The 
employer brand establishes the identity of the firm as an employer. It 
encompasses the firm’s values, systems, polices and behaviours toward the 
objectives of attracting, motivating and retaining the firm’s current and 
potential employees.’  
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There is no need for a crisis in a company for it to be occupied with 
employer branding, but common reasons to start are recruitment problems, 
loss of employees to competitors and high cost-per-hire (Joinson, 2002) 
‘…but with the advent of new organizational forms such as joint ventures 
and strategic alliances, and with the growing prevalence of teams, free 
agents, and networking, finding the right person to fill a job has become 
more complex (Harvard Business Review, 2001, p53)’. In a world marked 
by mergers, acquisitions, bankruptcies and layoffs there exists a lack of 
security and much confusion about corporate brands. In this environment, 
the emergence of employer branding is coming of age at the right time 
(Buss, 2002) and grows in popularity (Simms, 2003). Buckley (2002) claims 
that the concept of employer branding is a success, but to say that it is 
common practice would be to overdo it. Due to the short existence of 
employer branding there are of course many questions remaining for the 
companies to address. Few organizations seem to have metrics to measure 
the impact of employer branding. Senior managers are mostly occupied with 
corporate branding even though they have realized that contemporary forces 
of change influences negatively the company identity and hence the 
effectiveness of the workforce. (The HRM Network, 2002) 
 
Still, companies using the strategy of employer branding will gain a 
competitive advantage. Initially they will profit from first-mover advantage. 
(Buss, 2002) ‘In the next 100 years in an increasingly uncertain 
information-laden world, brands will become more important as trust marks 
– sources of identity for people, stories for them to believe in and that help 
make sense of a chaotic world (Gregory w. Wiechmann, 2002, p211).’ 

4.2.2 Definition of Employer Branding 
 
The brand is a symbol (Knox & Maklan, 1998). It can be related to as a 
mission (which is founded in an emotional commitment), as a vision (which 
is the future goal that inspires, challenges and engages people), or as an 
asset. The brand can also be related to as a learning process, a symbol, or an 
identity. A brand can represent many different things, described by Nilson 
(1998) as a name that carries distinct values, that differentiates, that appeals 
and that has a clear personality.  
 
Meetings & Conventions (2001; also Ries & Ries, 1999; Bates, 2001) refers 
to the Conference Board when defining employer branding as the firm’s 
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identity as an employer. Just like branding is a means to gain a competitive 
advantage Reed (2001) argues that employer branding could have the very 
same effect. Bates (2001) explains that employer branding helps companies 
to internally communicate their values and create understanding of and 
support for their mission as well as strengthen their reputation as an 
employer of choice. Lee (2002, p9) describes employer branding in the 
following way: ‘On one level, employer branding is a matter of publicly 
using and implicitly endorsing a product. A little deeper, it’s about a 
lifestyle that reflects the spirit of the product. Still deeper, it’s a matter of 
the moral and ethical choices your people make, which ideally reflect the 
organization’s values.’   
 
When defining a brand the key benefits and attributes have to be 
emphasized. Besides the tangible and functional attributes, the brand 
consists of intangible, emotional benefits and an identity that in combination 
constitute the foundation for long-term competitive differentiation. Thus, the 
past strengths and future possibilities should be used in combination to form 
a ‘match’ or ‘fit’ between the organizational branding strategy and the future 
environment. (Aufreiter et al, 2003) 

4.2.3 Objectives of Employer Branding 
 
‘Employer brands are a tool to win the talent war’ (Reed, 2001, p59).  
 
The objective of branding is to gain an asset that is difficult for competitors 
to copy and that is valuable for both customers and the company (Urde, 
1997) The aim of branding is also to perform brand advertising, to govern 
employees as well as external communication, and to communicate 
corporate personality. The message must be clear and equally correct for 
internal as well as for external use. Buss (2002) is of the same opinion when 
claiming that there are two main objectives of employer branding: to attract 
new talents and make the current employees understand and commit to the 
company’s goals. ‘In other words, global branding is an intentional, 
marketing-oriented communications platform across all business units, 
media, audiences, and national borders. It is the complete corporate culture 
as reflected by the company’s reputation and conveyed to all chosen target 
constituencies.’ (Gregory w. Wiechmann, 2002, p26) 
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Overell (2002) claims that employer branding is about meaning - to 
emphasize purpose and values. Reed (2001) thinks that it is strategically 
necessary to develop a lasting employer brand, even though it needs a 
thorough preparation to be aimed and weighed depending on which target 
group in focus to be employed. Working on employer branding is more 
important than the improvement of recruitment and retention to become the 
employer of choice, as indicated by The HRM Network (2002). 

4.3 Image 
 
‘Image has always been a part of branding (Knox & Maklan, 1998, p19)’, 
but ‘image is not what the company believes it to be, but the feelings and 
beliefs about the company that exist in the minds of its audiences.’ (Hatch & 
Schultz, 1997, p358) 
 
After having explained and defined the meaning and use of employer 
branding, we now wish to introduce the outcome of the process: the 
employer image. It is getting harder to build strong brands and to find an 
unoccupied place in the minds of the audiences due to the explosion of new 
brands and converging company performance (Aufreiter et al., 2003). As for 
approaching the potentially new employees, employers have to see if their 
company registers on the target groups’ radar (Poe, 2002). Poe (2002) gives 
an example of the difficult work of creating an image among students: 
‘Being visible at all times impresses the company’s name on students’ minds 
and, if the recruiting office or booth is staffed right, high visibility can be 
parlayed into a good reputation among students. The down side: If students 
drop by to talk and find that there aren’t any job openings, they’ll begin to 
take you for granted.’ (Poe, 2002, p3) 
 
The HRM Network (2002) gives another example from a survey conducted 
among 800 New Jersey residents. The results of the survey show that the 
way employees are treated and the quality of the company’s products and 
services are the most important factors in determining a company’s 
reputation as a place to work.  
 
As previously said, the image can be seen as the set of perceptions in the 
minds of the audiences (Hatch & Schultz, 1997) Our view of what 
constitutes the employer image, are the following: value(s), attributes, 
communication & perception, uniqueness & differentiation.  
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4.3.1 Brand Value(s) 
 
‘There are two fundamental facts to bear in mind in the context of brands’ 
values. First, successful brands are built on a combination of product 
benefits, mainly tangible values, and emotion, values of abstract, or 
intangible, character. It is the combination that is important, a brand 
building programme must cover both aspects of the value spectrum as 
otherwise the efforts will limp.’ (…) ‘Second, for most product sectors, only 
a few value dimensions are of importance.’ (Nilson, 1998, p73-74) 
 
The term value has two meanings. An important distinction is to be made 
between ‘value’ in monetary terms and ‘values’ in terms of emotions and 
beliefs. Firstly, there is the value as in monetary terms. Brands are powerful 
business assets (Knox & Maklan, 1998; Urde, 1997), and are becoming 
more and more important drivers of corporate value and growth (Gregory w. 
Wiechmann, 2002). The customer value is created because the brand is a 
shortcut in the information and interpretation process, increases the feeling 
of security during the purchase decision and augments the level of user 
satisfaction. (Urde, 1997) The reason for consumers flocking to some brands 
while ignoring others is that behind the brand stands an unspoken promise 
of value. (Gregory w. Wiechmann, 2002) With the objective of obtaining a 
competitive advantage, brand marketing is constantly looking for ways to 
add real value to the core service or product in order to create brand 
preference and loyalty (Knox & Maklan, 1998) Additional value 
furthermore leads to brand loyalty. The additional value is from the 
consumer’s perspective a combination of the advantages of the product, 
brand and positioning. The employer value for the company is established 
through more efficient marketing, brand loyalty, higher prices and better 
margins. This value can lead to a competitive advantage. (Urde, 1997) 
 
Secondly, there are values as in emotions and beliefs. The brand represents 
the values that a product or service is associated with by carrying a brand. 
These are sometimes referred to as core values, and can have many different 
sources. Important examples of sources are communication, the history of 
the organization, and the values, needs and wishes of the target group. A 
core value can represent functional, emotional and symbolic values and 
meaning. (Urde, 1997) Nilson (1998) is of the same opinion and declares 
that to build strong brands a company needs to build strong values, and only 
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by having strong values the brand will stay in people’s minds for a long 
time. The emotional and symbolic values are generally the most difficult to 
duplicate. (Urde, 1997) 
 
Urde (1997) claims that the brand is not left for the customers to interpret, 
but there is an intention from the company regarding the value and values of 
the brand. ‘Just as customers and prospects will always have perceptions 
about a supplier whether it actively promotes a brand or not, so, too, will 
employees have attitudes about their employers no matter how they’re 
ignored or fussed over. The trick is influencing those perceptions by word 
and deed (Donath, 2001, p8).’ Nilson (1998) says that successful brand 
management focuses on creating preference, ensuring that what is offered 
under the brand’s umbrella of values really are perceived as superior to 
those of the competitors.  

4.3.2 Brand Attributes 
 
The employer brand value is according to Buckley (2002) perceived by and 
communicated through its attributes. However, successful branding and 
image-building are not just about promoting as many attributes as possible, 
but to; ‘uncover the relevance of each to consumers and the degree to which 
it helps distinguish the brand from those of competitors’ (Aufreiter et al., 
2003, p30).  
 
The attributes that deliver a brand’s value have traditionally been identified 
through costly trial and error. There are traditionally not any accurate 
techniques to precisely identify the relationship between a brand’s attributes 
and the best (cost-effective) touch points for delivering them. (Aufreiter et 
al., 2003) The Conference Board (Dell et al, 2001) is of the opinion that 
measurements of ‘branding effectiveness’ are lagging. The way to avoid 
guessing when identifying underlying brand attributes is to apply social 
science. This is possible today thanks to information sources, such as loyalty 
programs and Internet-based consumer surveys, by research on attitudes 
performed by third parties as well as new sophisticated data-based 
techniques for analysis. (Aufreiter et al., 2003) 
 
It is important to note that some attributes may differentiate a brand from its 
competitors but may lack importance to customers. On the other hand, some 
attributes may be important for customers but are expected from any 
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competitor. Such attributes do not distinguish the brand from others but are 
essential for competing and cannot be ignored. Such attributes are called 
hygiene factors. (Aufreiter et al., 2003)  
 
Storbacka & Lehtinen (2000) mention the hygiene factors as one of four 
different factors to consider when thinking in terms of attributes. The other 
three are: 
 

o Critical factors – an increase in the value of the attribute will result in 
a corresponding increase in customer satisfaction. 

o Meaningless factors – do no affect customer satisfaction more than 
slightly independently of fluctuations in the perceived value of the 
attribute. 

o Profile factors – are used to distinguish the attribute from industry 
standards. An increase of the attributable value usually raises 
customer satisfaction significantly whilst a corresponding decrease of 
the attributable value leaves the customer satisfaction unaffected. 

4.3.3 Brand Communication & Perception 
 
The communication process triggers a set of stored attributes and values - 
the image - in the minds of the audiences and functions as a shortcut in 
identifying the company. The most effective form for this communication is 
personal experience. (Nilson, 1998) Knox & Maklan (1998, p26) state that: 
‘while it is the brand that created this value in consumer markets, it was the 
advertising that created the brand.’ But according to Ries & Ries (1999) the 
birth of a brand is achieved with publicity, not advertising; advertising is 
rather for brand maintenance.  
 
The link between the target group and the brand is reinforced during the 
communication (Urde, 1997), and it is important to have a personal dialogue 
with the customers, which provides a perspective that no formal market 
research in the world can give (Nilson, 1998). It does not matter how well a 
company has built its message if it is not successfully perceived by the 
customers. ‘A brand should strive to own a word in the mind of the 
consumer. (…) A word that nobody else owns.’ (Ries & Ries, 1999, p39) 
Successful brand management focuses on creating preference, ensuring that 
the products and/or services sold under the brand’s umbrella of values really 
are perceived as superior to those of the competitors. (Nilson, 1998)  
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Communication is central in this case and companies use the same 
instruments as in traditional branding, such as print, Internet and intranet 
communications, to attract good employees (Donath, 2001; Bates, 2001; 
Meetings & Conventions, 2001). Though, it is not enough to possess a 
competitive advantage; you have to be seen as having the advantage, being 
unique and different (Nilson, 1998). This can easily be described with the 
following quote by Ries & Ries (1999, p 54-55): ‘Most people prefer to wait 
for a table at a restaurant that is crowded, rather than eat in an empty one. 
If this place was really good (goes the thinking), there would be a line out 
the door. That’s the power of credentials.’  

4.3.4 Brand Uniqueness & Differentiation 
 
Companies need to put across the image that there is no company like yours 
(Ries & Ries, 1999). One objective of brand communication is to convey an 
image of something unique and different. A common problem in many 
companies is a lack of knowledge of their brands, as well as their brands’ 
unique qualities and features are (Urde, 1997). In order to make something 
unique it also has to make it different (Nilson, 1998).   
 
The brand is the means by which differentiation from what everyone else is 
offering can be realized; it is the way to signal that the employer has all the 
advantages the potential employee is looking for. This is done not only 
through the use of physical attributes, but also through emotional ones. 
(Nilson, 1998) Aufreiter et al (2003) add to the discussion by claiming that 
the most successful brands emphasize features that are both important to 
consumers and quite differentiated from those of competitors. The brand’s 
personality and style, along with its reputation for quality performance, help 
the individual to differentiate a company from its competitors (Gregory w. 
Wiechmann, 2002). 
 
A strong quality brand carries many benefits as it for example allows a 
higher price. (Ries & Ries, 1999). But the brand does not make the company 
better, it only distinguishes it, which makes it seem better. Employer brands 
are seen to be of economic value to their owners through their ability to 
differentiate a company from its competitors even if they in reality are rather 
similar. (Knox & Maklan, 1998; Tarantin, 2002) The differentiation of a 
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brand makes the company less vulnerable to competitors (Gregory w. 
Wiechmann, 2002). 
 
Ries & Ries (1999, p63) give their view on the difference between 
uniqueness and differentiation:  ‘In the short term, a brand needs a unique 
idea or concept to survive. It needs to be first in a new category. It needs to 
own a word in the mind. But in the long-term, the unique idea or concept 
disappears. All that is left is the difference between your brand name and 
the brand names of your competitors.’   

4.4 Attraction 
 
‘Brand communication has two main roles, to attract attention to the brand 
and to build the brand profile.’ (Nilson, 1998, p165) This quote from Nilson 
(1998) illustrates our view on the topic. If the efforts of the company when 
using a strategy of employer branding correlates with the image of the target 
groups, attraction might in our opinion occur which is why we have chosen 
to include this section.  
 
The rapid changes of the economy have introduced a new set of challenges 
for attracting the highly potential and performing individuals that contribute 
to the corporate success (The Conference Board, 2002). Which employer a 
potential employee chooses depends on the level of attraction of the 
different alternatives (Nilson, 1998). 
 
To attract candidates it is important to appeal to their personal interests and 
concerns. It is not only about money, but also things like career 
opportunities, flexible working hours, family matters and quality of life. 
(Hirschman, 2002) It is important to focus even deeper on what attracts 
people and fulfils them in their lives, instead of just concentrating on the 
brand (Buss, 2002). The author talks about tapping into somebody’s passion 
and focus on emotions (Hirschman, 2002). People are in fact so interested in 
working for an employer with a good reputation that they are willing to 
accept a lower salary. There is a clear correlation between reputation and 
relationships, especially between employee and employer. Hence, a 
company’s reputation is a valuable asset that the company has to develop 
and secure. (The HRM Network, 2002) 
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There are many ways to attract talent. Some successful approaches when 
recruiting are described by The Conference Board (2002). They underline 
the importance of a stable organization.  The company needs to endure 
recessions and volatile times and remain a viable employer. The company 
must furthermore provide career opportunities and offer room for personal 
development. Additionally, there should be accountability for talent and 
appropriate definitions for roles on all levels in the organization. Finally, 
The Conference Board (2002) emphasizes the importance for the company 
to always be recruiting – in bad times as in good. The company reputation 
and brand are vital for attracting talent (The Conference Board, 2002). 

4.4.1 Attraction Channels 
 
‘The attraction is a function of communication. It can be due to company 
communication in the form of brochures, product and service specifications, 
advertising, PR releases etc. It can also be in the form of third party 
information. Friends, colleagues, local experts and many others can have 
voiced an opinion which may have a distinct influence.’ (Nilson, 1998, p64) 
There is a vast amount of different channels by which companies can attract 
talent Joinson (2002). Below, a number of channels are presented starting 
with the most interactive and personalized ones.  
 
‘There is no technology or communications channel more powerful or 
effective in sharing information than face-to-face interaction (Gregory w. 
Wiechmann, 2002, p140)’. Poe (2002) agrees and expresses that it all comes 
down to ‘face-time’. For example, it is essential for employers to forge 
personal relationships on campus with students, career advisors and others 
that the students come in contact with (Poe, 2002). 
 
Since candidates often are more interested in working with or for the right 
people than getting the right salary it is essential to see if the members of the 
company and the candidates fit together and get along. One way to do that is 
the network channel. Get candidates to talk to people like recruiters can’t. 
(Hirschman, 2002) Another important channel is word-of-mouth, which are 
activities and impulses by brand management to make people talk about the 
brand (Nilson, 1998).  
 
Advertising is a common alternative for attracting talent. It may prove 
useful focusing on the company’s unique asset and attracting people to make 
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contact. Advertising is used to announce that a company’s is available on 
the labor market. It also has the purpose of providing information, of 
building a personality and of creating long-term brand values. (Joinson, 
2002) 
 
‘New communication media such as the Internet and corporate intranet are 
an emerging force in branding efforts, but more traditional channels – print 
and face-to-face meetings – still dominate (Dell et al, 2001, p5).’ 
 
Ever more companies are using Internet as an attraction channel. The 
advantages of using the Internet include efficiency in cost and time, an 
excellent reach to the most desirable segments of the talent market, better 
targeting especially on campus, centralized and standardized record keeping 
which makes it both easy and cheap to gather, track, organize and store the 
information, and better employer branding. Companies that use Internet 
recruitment are more appealing to students and are perceived as leading-
edge and dynamic. Many companies feel that they can’t afford not to use 
this channel of recruitment as it inevitably affects the perception of the 
company and its employer brand. The downside of e-recruitment is the 
volume of information that makes it harder to store and screen as well as 
time-consuming incoming inappropriate mail, the poor quality of some 
applicants that lower that overall quality of the whole pool, the specific 
skills acquired to manage the system. (The Conference Board, 2002) 
 
‘Web-based recruiting applications continue to grow in importance. (…) In 
many cases, the web has become the key to broader outreach strategies, 
especially for cost-effective access to passive job seekers, college students, 
and minorities.’ (The Conference Board, 2002, p3) 
 
Joinson (2002) describes employer branding as a way for employers to make 
themselves more attractive in the eyes of potential and current employees. 
There is no room for ‘announcing’ jobs anymore; today it is more about 
explaining what it is going to be like working at the company (Joinson, 
2002). 
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4.5  The Beautiful Organization 
 
A company needs to be perceived as a beautiful alternative in the eyes of the 
beholder. Companies need to work on their image, emphasizing both the 
benefits of the specific job positions and the company’s overall reputation as 
an employer, in order to attract talent. (Hirschman, 2002) 
 
Employers are challenged to pay special attention to young people’s needs 
and wants. Students want to feel special. (Poe, 2002) and, basically, younger 
generations look for personal development. (Joinson, 2002) Joinson (2002) 
describes the needs of young people in three terms – the 3P:s out of life: 
professional career, personal and phun (fun). The way to successful 
recruitment is to show off the company as a different, exciting or unique 
workplace.  
 
Another demand of the younger generations is the existence of ‘meaningful’ 
work. The notion of meaning is connected to quality and management, as 
well as factors like satisfaction and commitment. The individual’s time has 
to be well managed (i.e. used in a meaningful way) in order for the work to 
be meaningful. The work also has to be partly autonomous and include a 
certain relationship with colleagues. (Overell, 2002) Hirschman (2002) 
suggests that candidates should be offered the opportunity to contribute to 
the company’s growth and development. Let them be offered the 
opportunity to have an impact.  
 
This section concerns the packaging of the message, i.e. how the message 
should look like to attract potential new employees.  The packaging of a 
message includes form to make it comprehensible and attractive. 
‘Organizations inescapably have form. We cannot actually experience 
organizations, or convey our experiences of them, without form intervening. 
We cannot even conceive of organizations without evoking (thinking or 
perceiving) form.’ (Ramirez, 1996)  

4.5.1 The Wrapping Process 
 
Ramirez (1996) explains that to understand organizations, we must find the 
evidence, and wrap it, so that others may also see. He further argues that 
organizations can be experienced in many ways and bring several possible 
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images to mind. We cannot experience – perceive or conceive of – actual 
organizations without mentally wrapping them in forms. Ramirez (1996) 
calls this ‘aesthetics’ – the study of beauty. ‘An important condition for the 
form of anything to be experienced as ‘beautiful’ is that this form needs to 
be related to felt forms of life.’ (Ramirez, 1996, p235) 
 
Product design, packaging, advertising and brand strategies all seek to 
‘wrap’ the essential attributes of organizations. Such attempts are evident in 
labor markets, with much effort given to recruiting forms and procedures. At 
an institutional level, logos and other ways to communicate corporate image 
often include headquarters’ architecture and distinctive ‘corporate colors’. 
Press and public relation departments are also ‘wrappers’ of the essentials of 
form which corporations want different stakeholders to experience. 
(Ramirez, 1996) 
 
There are a number of things to consider when implementing a brand 
strategy. According to Nilson (1998), a few basic issues are coupled with 
the branding process: that the first brand gets the best position; that it is 
necessary to have patience as the process of finding a form for the brand is 
slow; that the work has to be consistent; and that it is a concern for the top 
management.  
 
The process of wrapping the organization and giving it form can contain 
many different variables, but holds some ground rules (Nilson, 1998). 
Gregory w. Wiechmann (2002) enumerate the following: coherence 
between what you are saying and what the organization really stands for, 
consistency of the message, credibility; integration and alignment of the 
organization, differentiation from competitors, focus on the task, and strong 
leadership during the process.  
 
Wrapping a brand cannot be done without the involvement of the company’s 
capabilities. (Nilson, 1998) Once marketers have their eye on the most 
promising segments, they must rethink the brand. Today, cost-effective 
brand wrapping depends on knowing precisely what consumers care about 
and tailoring the brand accordingly. Sophisticated new analytical approaches 
provide the precision but only when coupled with conceptual clarity in first 
defining a brand and then actually delivering it through a variety of what 
marketers call ‘touchpoints,’ the sites where consumers interact with it. 
(Aufreiter et al., 2003) 
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Corporate and employer branding are closely related even though they are 
different in emphasis. There are companies that manage, or wrap, the 
corporate and the employer brand as one, while others manage them 
separately. (Donath, 2001) Employer branding is a strategic approach with 
long-term objectives. Traditionally, marketers have made the mistake to 
look at the current conditions, when segmenting the market, instead of the 
long-term potential. (Aufreiter et al, 2003) ‘A brand is not built overnight. 
Success is measured in decades, not years’ (Ries & Ries, 1999, p153). But 
employer branding also requires a pragmatic approach where companies 
must have respect for people and listen to their needs (Buss, 2002). 
Aufreiter et al (2003) state that marketers need to rely on fact-based 
understanding of the marketplace instead of intuition.  

4.6 Summary Theoretical References 
 
This chapter deals with the theoretical approach to this thesis. We have 
presented four areas that in combination provide us with the necessary tools 
for analyzing our empirical findings. The chapter is initiated by a 
description of the concept of employer branding, which is followed by the 
result of this work – the employer image. Furthermore, ideas and theories 
about attraction are presented, and the chapter is finalized by the notion of 
organizational beauty.   
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5 Presentation of Case Company 
 
 
This presentation aims at giving the reader a short description of our case 
company, AstraZeneca, the environment in which it acts, before briefly 
presenting the relevance to our topic of research. This chapter further 
introduces where in the organization our contractors are located.  
 

5.1 Figures & Facts: AstraZeneca 
 
AZ is one of the world's leading pharmaceutical companies, with the aim of 
developing and marketing new or more effective medicines that alleviate 
symptoms, have less side-effects and prevent new diseases. This work 
demands a focus on research and development and AZ spends more than 
SEK 80 million a day on developing new products. The research is divided 
into seven different areas: cancer, cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, 
infection, neuroscience, pain control and respiratory. AZ regards its core 
competence to be in the fields of discovery, development and marketing of 
medicines. (internal presentation material, 2003)  
 
When it comes to the development of the pharmaceutical industry, data from 
Läkemedelsindustriföreningen (www.lif.se, 2003-12-17) show that the sales 
of pharmaceutical products per capita between 1980 and 2002 have 
increased by a factor of seven. This means that the average Swede did spend 
around SEK 3.000 on average on pharmaceutical products in the year of 
2002, compared to around SEK 400 in 1980. Additional data show that the 
number of new drugs on the Swedish market has more than doubled 
between 1989 and 2003. The exports of Swedish drugs have increased more 
than three times the amount of drugs imported from other countries between 
1980 and 2002, with the exports amounting to SEK 40 billions in 2002. 
(www.lif.se, 2003-12-17) 
 
Astra AB (Sweden) and Zeneca Group PLC (UK) merged in April 6th 1999 
and became AZ, the result of two similar scientific cultures with a shared 
vision of the pharmaceutical industry. Today, AZ is represented in over 100 
countries all over the world, manufacturing in 20 and with research 
conducted at nine locations in Sweden, UK, USA, Canada and India.  AZ 
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employs more than 58,000 people worldwide (12,000 in Sweden). The 
corporate HQ as well as the head of R&D are situated in London, while the 
Staffing department is located in Södertälje. (Sundling, 2003) The sales 
totaled USD 17.8 billion in 2002, resulting in a profit of USD 4.4 billion. 
AZ is organized in a matrix, intersecting the four corporate functions 
Product Strategy & Licensing, Research & Development, Sales & 
Marketing and Operations with the seven research areas. The organization is 
located at more than nine global sites in charge of approximately two 
research areas each, even though some of the larger ones exceed this 
number. (Internal documentation, 2003) The staffing department of Human 
Resources, situated in Södertälje, contracted us for writing this thesis.  

5.2 Staffing 
 
The following quote by Claes Wilhelmsson, Head of R&D describes the 
spirit of Staffing: ‘Attracting, retaining and developing quality people is the 
key to our ultimate success. Throughout R&D we have created a 
challenging environment that will stretch and reward the finest minds in the 
industry’. (internal presentation material, 2003) 
 
Accordingly, the management states in AZ’s annual report (2002) that future 
success depends on the own ability to attract and retain the best talent to a 
result oriented organization that rewards individual as well as group 
performance. This is the work of Staffing. The competence and commitment 
of the coworkers are vital. AZ’s ambition is to become the employer of 
choice. The recruitment work is concentrated to three areas: work 
environment, training & development possibilities, and reward system. 
(Annual report, 2002) An internal policy document (2003) states that AZ’s 
employer brand should be applied to all levels of recruitment 
communications. 

5.3 AZ’s Employer Brand 
 
‘When it comes to a choice between companies with very similar tangible 
offers, it is often the intangible assets and values that make the difference. 
While there are core values that all companies in our sector are expected to 
have, there are also values specific to AstraZeneca that give us our different 
personality.’ (internal policy documentation) 
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AZ states in the internal policy documentation that it wants to be perceived 
as authoritative through knowledge, professionalism and efficiency, in order 
to encourage people to trust the company. The documentation further 
emphasizes that the company wants to be seen as approachable as having a 
warm, human personality and using personal, engaging language. Finally, 
AZ strives to become imaginative in their work of sending signals about the 
way AZ is different as a company. (internal policy documentation) This is 
how AZ would like to be perceived – their desired employer image.   
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6 Empirical Findings 
 
 
This chapter includes the empirically collected data that has been gathered 
from AZ as well as from external sources. The disposition of this chapter is 
corresponding to the theoretical references in order to facilitate for the 
reader. The data will be presented with simplicity in order to minimize our 
influence on the material.  
 
 
To introduce the reader to this chapter, we have made use of the following 
sources: 
 

o Survey conducted by us including 307 respondents at four different 
universities.  

o Two interviews with Ewa Erixson-Carlqvist (School Liaison Strategic 
Recruitment) and Camilla Larsen (University Liaison Strategic 
Recruitment), both working at Human Resources in Södertälje. 

o Attrack Professionals 25-40 – Trendrapport 2003. Investigation 
conducted by Exido International AB, written by Källqvist et al, with 
the purpose of mapping young professionals’ opinions on work and 
employment.  

o FöretagsBarometern 2002 & 2003 for business students and natural 
sciences students respectively. Investigations conducted by 
Universum Communications Sweden AB with the purpose of 
picturing students’ opinions on work and employment. 

o The Universum Young Professional Survey 2003. Investigation 
conducted by Universum Communications Sweden AB with the 
purpose of mapping young professionals’ opinions on work and 
employment. 

o Statistics from SCB and Högskoleverket concerning national 
attendance on educational programs on Swedish colleges and 
universities.  

o Statistics originated from Skolverket and compiled by Ewa Erixson-
Carlqvist with the objective of picturing educational trends of high 
school programs. 

o Statistics from Läkemedelsindustriföreningen (LIF, 2003-09-05) on 
the pharmaceutical industry and market. 
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o Internal information provided by AZ including the intranet, policy 
documents and brochures related to AZ’s employment and 
recruitment work.   

o Studies on the Swedish demographical situation and labor market 
conditions performed by Svenskt näringsliv, 
Arbetsmarknadsstyrelsen, Institutet för tillväxtpolitiska studier, 
Svenska Industriföreningen, Framtid för Svensk Industri and 
Regeringskansliet. 

  
We would like to point out to the reader that the material gathered from 
different sources not will be presented separately or in its fullest form, but 
will be presented in consecutive order to fit our research problem. To limit 
the extent of the empirical findings, most graphical data is found in the 
appendices at the end of the thesis. We have also chosen not to include 
differences between the sexes, since these differences have proven to be 
marginal.  

6.1 Situation on the Labor Market 
 
This description serves to place our research problem in a context, as well as 
to answer our first research question found in chapter 1.  
 
Several state or governmental actors of the labor market declare in their 
studies that changes on the labor market are taking place right now, while 
others are to be known in the near future. One study announces that the 
structure of the Swedish population, like elsewhere in the world, drastically 
will change. Relatively fewer people from 20 to 64 of age will have to 
provide for relatively more people over 65. (Institutet för tillväxtpolitiska 
studier, 2003) Hjert & Karlsson (2003) state that the large groupings of 
people born in the 1940’s will retire in the coming years. It implies that the 
labor force risks becoming a scarce resource. Other studies affirm that 36% 
of the total workforce will leave the employment market from now until the 
year of 2015, which is the equivalent of 1.500.000 people 
(Arbetsmarknadsstyrelsen, 2003; Johnreden & Wallin, 2002).  
 
Johnreden & Wallin (2002) also clarify that there exist additional 
explanations to the coming shortage of people on the labor market, such as 
the development towards more people studying, which is a necessity and a 
good for the society as well as the individual. I the short perspective it will 
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naturally influence the size of the labor force negatively, but it is still 
necessary to handle tomorrow’s demand for competence. (Johnreden & 
Wallin, 2002) Johnreden & Wallin (2002) ask whether the future labor force 
will be sufficient to cover the future recruitment demand, even if the current 
situation on the market at the first glance reflects the opposite.  
 
The picture the media gives us of high unemployment rates and a slow 
market is not a false one, but only gives the short time perspective. 
Johnreden & Wallin (2002) say that even though employment currently is 
decreasing one must not draw the conclusion that the need for recruitment 
also will fall. They continue by stating that the shortage of trained personnel 
for the industry is an increasing problem because of the diminishing 
numbers of natural sciences students. Thus, there are a number of 
professions where the supply of workforce will be limited in the long run 
(Institutet för tillväxtpolitiska studier, 2003) and this will, together with the 
future retirements lead to great difficulties for recruitment.  
 
A current problem of the labor market, that will prove to become worse in 
the future, is the diminishing supply of educated people with degrees in 
natural sciences (Svenskt näringsliv, 2001; Institutet för tillväxtpolitiska 
studier, 2003), even though the young people are an education focused 
generation understanding the need for schooling. (Regeringskansliet, 2002) 
If the structure of education will continue to change in the same pace as 
during the 1990s there will, according to a governmental study, be a 
shortage of labor with natural sciences related education (Regeringskansliet, 
2002). It is a fact that when comparing the numbers of natural sciences 
degrees held by younger people (25-34 years of age) in Sweden with other 
members of the OECD, Sweden holds the last position. It is a problem for 
Sweden’s future ability to handle international competition. 
(Regeringskansliet, 2002) 
 
The younger generations’ lack of interest for mathematics, natural sciences 
and technology must be stimulated. (Svenskt näringsliv, 2001) Framtid för 
Svensk Industri (2003) furthermore stresses today’s situation by stating that 
measures for improving the recruitment of engineers, chemists and scientists 
in relation with chemistry and pharmaceuticals are necessary. The long-term 
perspective implies increasing the interest for natural sciences and 
technology among Swedish youth. The short-term perspective implies 
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improving the conditions for recruiting domestic and foreign competences to 
the industry. (Framtid för Svensk Industri, 2003) 
 
The education system has not been able to adapt to the expanding demand 
for natural sciences related education and the gap between the supply of 
education and the demand for labor has amplified over time. (Institutet för 
tillväxtpolitiska studier, 2003) Young people value family, living and an 
occupation highly just like the older generations but in the same time there 
has been a change towards an increasing appreciation of the spare time at 
the cost of the career. Globalization has lead to a greater interest for issues 
concerning the world instead of the nation. In addition, young people are 
more individualistic and independent.  Nothing can any longer be called 
mainstream or alternate but many different trends co-exist. 
(Regeringskansliet, 2002)  
 
In an expanding industry like pharmaceuticals, the figures from SCB show 
that the supply side of the recruitment equation does not vary a great deal 
over the years. The engineering programs show similar numbers in 
graduating students every year between 1990 and 2002. (www.scb.se, 2004-
01-07) Nevertheless, when looking at the figures showing how many 
students that are applying and later on admitted to different educations, there 
are some changes.  Programs that result in an engineering degree are 
presenting a 24% decrease in number of applicants between 2002 and 2003, 
whilst the programs for civil engineers show a 4% decrease for the same 
years. (Lindqvist, 2003-03-15) SCB (Forneng, 2003-12-12) also informs 
about the decrease in number of applicants for the educations related to 
mathematics and natural sciences, where the figures are part of a down 
sloping trend that started five years ago. For the spring of 2004 the 
applicants for mathematics and natural sciences related educations 
correspond to 50% of what they were five years ago. The relation between 
the number of applicants and the number of available positions at the 
universities is 0.6, meaning that 60% of the available positions are occupied 
in these educations. (Forneng, 2003-12-12) 

6.1.1  Forecast concerning Knowledge Intensive Companies 
 
The economy will probably come to prosper again. The future increase in 
productivity is expected to take place in capital and knowledge intensive 
industries, e.g. the chemistry industry. The shortage of trained personnel for 
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the industry is an increasing problem due to the diminishing numbers of 
students in natural sciences related fields. (Johnreden & Wallin, 2002) Thus, 
the supply of educated people with natural sciences degrees will 
significantly fall short of the industry demand. Many Swedish companies 
would actually be able to expand their business if they got access to the right 
competence. (Svenskt näringsliv, 2001)  
 
The demand for knowledge in the industry will continue to grow. Ever more 
jobs demand higher education and there is, and will be, a shortage of supply 
of higher educated workers. (Regeringskansliet, 2002) One of the 
consequences of the new information society is that the supply of 
technology or capital often no longer constitutes the most important 
competitive advantage for business in a certain region. Instead, the 
availability of competence constitutes the competitive edge, due to the 
augmented demand for higher levels of education and competence derived 
from knowledge intensive companies. The foundation of knowledge-
intensive Companies consists of the competence of the co-workers. (Svenskt 
näringsliv, 2001)  

6.2 Employer Branding  
 
AZ has an explicit employer brand, according to the intranet policy 
document, which builds on their corporate brand with an approach that is 
designed to further differentiate AZ in the increasingly fierce competition 
for talent. Camilla Larsen (2003-12-17) says that the company is working 
with employer branding on a day-to-day basis.  
 
Ewa Erixson-Carlqvist (2003-12-17) states that the purpose of her job with 
working with school contacts is to promote natural sciences and 
technologically related educations. AZ is trying to market itself as a future 
employer of choice for this target group in order to stimulate the interest for 
natural sciences and technology among Swedish youth. This is done because 
of Swedish universities lacking full attendance in educational programs 
related to the recruitment needs of AZ. In the future, this may lead to AZ 
moving its research programs abroad if the company finds itself in a 
position where it cannot find suitable employees for its knowledge intensive 
field of business. (Ewa Erixson-Carlqvist, 2003-12-17) Camilla Larsen 
(2003-12-17) says that currently the company has no explicit problem when 
searching for talents, due to the economic recession and the fact that AZ is 
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one of very few companies that actually are recruiting as of today. Though, 
she expresses her concern about the future when stating that AZ may 
encounter long-term recruitment difficulties when Swedish industry once 
again will find itself in a boosted economy.  
 
The internal material provided by AZ states that 2004 will be characterized 
by a continuing expansion with a large number of recruitments, including 
replacements as well as creation of new positions. More than 1.000 people 
will in 2004 be recruited in Sweden only, in addition to the almost 1.000 
recruited in 2003, of which the bigger part will be within the research area.  
 
However, AZ stresses that the company is in need of broad base of 
competences including many different educational backgrounds (AZ, 
internal material). The internal material states also that the base of 
recruitment needs to be fortified. With this in mind, AZ is proactively 
working with its employer brand (internal policy documentation).  

6.2.1 AZ’s Use of Employer Branding 
 
‘Effective branding will help to differentiate AstraZeneca in a positive way 
with the audiences that are important to our continued success.’ (AZ 
intranet) 
 
The brand is about people making decisions based on how they feel about a 
company and what they believe it stands for - in short, its personality. AZ 
describes their work with employer branding as competing with other 
companies with very similar tangible offers. The difference has to be 
spotlighted through the intangible assets and values. AZ has realized the 
existence of similar core values for all actors of the industry, but points out 
that there also exist specific values that give AZ its own personality. (AZ 
intranet) 
 
‘A single brand provides an effective platform to communicate with one 
voice globally. By incorporating consistent brand elements into all our 
communications, we can collectively contribute to building a single brand 
reputation and so add value across all aspects of our business.’ (AZ 
intranet) 
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Ewa Erixson-Carlqvist (2003-12-17) gives her view of the work with school 
contacts at AZ: ‘There’s a strong interest for our company from the outside, 
but not as strong an interest for my work coming from the inside.’  Camilla 
Larsen (2003-12-17) feels the same way, although considering her own 
work to be a bit easier than Ewa’s. Camilla Larsen (2003-12-17) though 
stresses that the situation is ameliorating.  

6.2.2 Definition of Employer Branding 
 
‘Employer Branding is the generic term for the strategy and communication 
work that aims at profiling the workplace as attractive, retaining coworkers 
and the contact with these if they should change jobs.’ (Källqvist et al, 2003, 
p8)  

6.2.3 Objectives of AZ’s Employer Branding 
 
AZ is according to their annual report (2002) well aware of the fact that 
their future success depends on their ability to attract talent. They strive to 
do so through a result oriented culture that values, supports and rewards 
individual as well as group efforts. AZ’s ambition is to become the 
employer of choice aiming at letting every employee use their full potential. 
(Annual report, 2002) 
 
One of the long-term objectives of the HR department is to attract 
competent co-workers today and in the future. This work is to be conducted 
through focusing on; increasing interest for natural sciences and technology 
among young people, as well as strengthening and profiling the AZ 
employer brand among targeted groups. (HR presentation material)  
 
According to AZ’s own material, one condition for succeeding with the 
long-term objectives is to proceed making work at AZ a stimulating 
experience. The company wants to make every employee positive and 
enthusiastic about work as well as aware of the purpose of both the 
company’s work and that of the individual. Encouragement and support to 
the co-workers’ development of competence through training and education 
are important. Since AZ’s business field has much to do with innovation, the 
company accentuates that it encourages its employees to be creative, 
challenging and to question old methods and ideas.  
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6.3 Image 
 
To profile the company’s employer image, both internally and externally, in 
an active manner is becoming increasingly important. Long-term work with 
competence groups is a part of the HR-department’s escalating weight on 
the company’s way at fulfilling its goals. (Källqvist et al, 2003)  
 
Employer image consists of ideas, opinions and eventual prejudices that 
young professionals have gathered about an employer. Employer image and 
corporate image are two sides of the same coin. The employer image is a 
strongly connected to the message that reaches the young professionals 
through media, internships and through contacts. Potential employees are 
also reached by the messages that were aimed at potential customers and get 
a picture of the company through product commercials and other types of 
marketing. (Universum YPS, 2003) 
 
To present some idea of what university and college students think about 
AZ, FöretagsBarometern (2003) presents information that show that almost 
everyone (97.2%) has heard of AZ. Around 60% of the about 2.300 natural 
sciences students stated that they possibly would consider working for the 
company and 13% had chosen AZ as the employer of choice (see graphs 1 
and 2, appendix 6) which places AZ as the overall number six employer of 
choice. The number six position (2003) among natural sciences students is 
an amelioration of two places from the year before, and among business 
students AZ is ranked as the number 25 employer of choice compared to the 
previous year’s number 41. This investigation also shows that the students 
who chose AZ as employer of choice, also to a large extent have ranked 
other industry related companies highly.  
 
Our own survey shows the general perception about AZ among the around 
300 respondents. They answered according to graph 7.1 below. When the 
same respondents, i.e. in our survey, were asked what they think of AZ as a 
future employer the results show that a large majority has answered ‘fairly 
interesting’ or ‘very interesting’ (see graph 1, appendix 4). The mean value 
for this specific question is 1.6, with 1 representing ‘very interesting’ and 4 
representing ‘not interesting’. Another question deals with the importance of 
an employer’s image. Almost none of our respondents answered that the 
image had ‘no importance’ at all, while around 55% answered ‘fairly 
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important’. The rest are equally distributed between ‘fairly unimportant’ 
and ‘very important’ (see graph 2, appendix 4). Our survey furthermore 
shows that the most common answers to the question of which areas of 
educational background the respondents think AZ recruits from, are 
chemistry, biology and pharmaceuticals. Other frequent responses include 
other types of engineering programs and business administration. 
 

What is your general perception of AstraZeneca?

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Very positive

Fairly positive

Fairly negative

Very negative

Uppsala
KTH
Lund
Chalmers

 
Graph 6.1: Students’ general perception of AstraZeneca. Source: Own survey 
 
The Attrack data (Källqvist et al, 2003) shows the recruitment competition 
for AZ among young professionals. Out of more than 6.000 respondents, of 
which about 2/3 are engineers and 1/3 business professional in the age span 
of 25-40, AZ is fifth highest ranked (or around 8.5%) employer of choice. 
Among those who did not choose AZ as the employer of choice, AZ is still 
ranked highly by those who chose Pfizer, GlaxoSmithKline and TetraPak as 
their employer of choice. See graph 7.2 below for more details. Universum´s 
investigation among young professionals show similar values, also ranking 
AZ as number five employer of choice (10.2%) out of 1883 respondents 
(Universum YPS, 2003).   
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Graph 6.2: Recruitment competition of AstraZeneca. Source: Källqvist et al, 2003 

6.3.1 Brand Values 
 
The students participating in our survey associate AZ with a lot of different 
things. Though, the most frequent answers are related to drugs, R&D, 
medicine, Losec, Södertälje and Mölndal. More natural sciences students 
associate AZ with exiting products, market success and financial strength to 
a higher level that its industry competitors (See table 1, appendix 
6)(FöretagsBarometern, 2003). Camilla Larsen (2003-12-17) adds that her 
experience is that AZ has been associated with being big, impersonal and 
dull. Other prejudices about the company are low wages, few internships 
and poor internal development possibilities according to Camilla. 
 
In graph 6.3 below, young professionals’ perception of AZ as an employer 
is pictured. The respondents rated the different variables, where the highest 
value of 1 signifies 100%. When the same respondents were asked to rate 
the same variables according to their importance when searching for a new 
job, all variables show values of between 70% and 95% (see graph 1, 
appendix 5). (Källqvist et al, 2003) 

GlaxoSmithKline Tetra Pak

1 AstraZeneca 82% 1 Alfa Laval 15%

2 Pfizer 55% 2 Volvo Car Corporation 12%

3 SCA 7% 3 IKEA 11%

4 Gambro 6% 4 AstraZeneca 9%

4 Ångpanneföreningen/ÅF 6% 5 Volvo Group 7%

Pfizer Volvo Car Corporation

1 AstraZeneca 60% 1 Volvo Group 23%

2 GlaxoSmithKline 24% 2 Saab Automobile 22%

3 Tetra Pak 8% 3 Scania 12%

4 Arla Foods 6% 4 Saab 11%

5 Gambro 5% 5 Ericsson 9%
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Graph 6.3: Young Professionals’ perception of AstraZeneca. Source: Källqvist et al, 
2003 
 

Universum’s investigation conducted among young professionals show that, 
when it comes to associations, financial strength, good reputation and 
business success are the three most common answers in AZ’s case (see 
graph 10, appendix 6). (Universum YPS, 2003)  

6.3.2 Brand Attributes 
 
Our survey shows that, when searching for a job, the variables with the most 
significant results are that the employer: offers stimulating tasks, takes good 
care of the employees, offers competitive wages and benefits as well as 
offers internal career possibilities (see graph 3, appendix 4). From 
FöretagsBarometern (2003), information on natural sciences students’ 
perception of what is offered by AZ in comparison with their industry 
competitors can be extracted. The data shows that good reference for a 
future career, international career opportunities and internal training all 
score higher than the industry average (see table 2, appendix 6).  
 
Another question concerning attributes is found in FöretagsBarometern 
(2003) and deals with the most attractive work related variables, if offered 
by an employer. This information show that natural sciences students find 
varying task, inspiring colleagues and international career opportunities 
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most appealing (see graph 3, appendix 6). Business students 
(FöretagsBarometern, 2002) mostly prefer high wages, international career 
opportunities and increasingly challenging tasks (see graph 7, appendix 6). 
Additional data from FöretagsBarometern (2003) points out that the 
respondents’ main career goals within three years of graduation are: good 
private economy, increasingly challenging work, balance between free time 
and work as well as international work (see graph 4, appendix 6). No 
significant difference between natural sciences and business students can be 
found (FöretagsBarometern, 2002). An additional question in 
FöretagsBarometern (2003 & 2002) treats which remuneration benefits, 
apart from wages, that natural sciences and business students wish to be 
offered by an employer. The top scoring alternatives correspond to 
additional vacation, paid overtime and funded training for natural sciences 
students. (see graphs 5 and 8, appendix 6) 
 
When it comes to the young professionals of Universum’s investigation 
(Universum YPS, 2003) these respondents have also been asked about 
which work related variables they find most important. The most frequent 
answers are inspiring colleagues, flexible hours, balance between free time 
and work, varying tasks, remuneration and increasingly challenging tasks 
(see graph 11, appendix 6). When it comes to remuneration compensations 
and benefits, the same respondents have chosen additional vacation, 
overtime compensation and keep-fit measures as the most important ones 
(see graph 12, appendix 6). The Attrack study (Källqvist et al, 2003) also 
ranks additional vacation and paid overtime as the most important benefits 
among young professionals.  

6.3.3 Brand Communication & Perception 
 
The students in our survey have been asked about communication with 
potential employers. One question asked deals with how much the 
respondents know about AZ as an employer. Our results show that about 
70% feel that they know ‘fairly little’ or ‘nothing’ about AZ as an employer 
(see graph 5, appendix 4). The same respondents were asked to what extent 
AZ’s student contacts and activities have affected their perception of the 
company. About 50% have responded ‘fairly little’ or ‘not at all’ (see graph 
6, appendix 4). The students from our survey mention media, advertising, 
word of mouth and to some extent company activities such as work forums, 
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field trips and guest lectures, when asked what has generated their 
perception of AZ.  
 
Young professionals of today want a clear message about the company’s 
values and vision. Soft values can sometimes be communicated through the 
choice of benefits and are at the same time heavy symbols of company 
culture. (Källqvist et al, 2003) 

6.3.4 Brand Uniqueness & Differentiation 
 
The data generated from young professionals show how AZ differentiates 
itself in comparison with four chosen competitors, which were selected by 
the company. Eight different variables have been graded, and the results are 
shown in graph 6.4 below. (Källqvist et al, 2003) Additional information on 
the same topic is provided by FöretagsBarometern (2003), which treat AZ’s 
ability to attract natural sciences students compared to its competitors. Eight 
different student profiles have been extracted, based on the career goals of 
the respondents. AZ’s ability to attract these different profiles has been 
measured and compared with both the overall average and the industry 
competitors. AZ comes out below the overall average for ‘leaders’, but is 
not positioned lower than the majority of its competitors. The results for 
‘generalists’ also position AZ below the overall average, but show no 
significant differences within the industry of pharmaceutical companies. 
When it comes to ‘specialist’, AZ is located well above the overall average, 
but slightly below the industry average. The additional student profiles, 
namely ‘internationalists’, ‘product developers’, ‘entrepreneurs’, high-
performers’ and ‘active employment seekers’, show no significant 
differences when compared with either overall average or industry average. 
(FöretagsBarometern, 2003) 
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Graph 6.4: Young Professionals’ comparison of competitors. Source: Källqvist et al, 
2003 

6.4 Attraction 
 
Generation X2, which has been a part of the workforce for several years, 
distinguishes itself in many ways. A golden watch for long and faithful 
service does not attract at all. Attributes that attract are instead challenges, 
development of competence as well as influence on the business and its 
goals. The younger coworker often demand flexibility and individually 
adapted terms of employment. Employment should be adjusted to the 
individual and change with the different stages in the employee’s life. 
(Källqvist et al, 2003) 
 
Discussions concerning potential lack of competence often exist on a more 
societal level, but it is of course interesting for companies to attract young 
people to get the right education to become potential future employees in the 
own industry. However, this work aims at long-term results and until then 
companies compete for the right candidates irrespective of a scarcity of 
competence. Even if the supply of competence is considerable the challenge 
remains to attract the right people among the young, well-educated workers. 
(Källqvist et al, 2003) Camilla Larsen (2003-12-17) states that her work is 
characterized by a broad focus, though targeting primarily natural sciences 
and technology students. She continues by saying that postgraduate and 

                                                 
2 Generation X are the people born in the 1960’s and 1970’s. Source: Källqvist et al (2003) 
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alumni students not are covered by AZ’s strategic recruitment work. When 
working on the field with student contacts, Camilla states that she seldom 
knows exactly which positions that are vacant at AZ, and stresses that such 
knowledge would enable her to work more proactively with recruitment. 
Ewa Erixson-Carlqvist (2003-12-17) states that there exists no cooperation 
or formal agreement between Swedish industrial companies to increase the 
interest for natural sciences related subjects in order to improve future 
supply of competence.  
 
AZ states in their presentation material that the company is a knowledge-
intensive organization and that its strongest competitive advantage is 
knowledge and competence. Therefore AZ seeks well educated co-workers. 
In the strategy for attracting talents, AZ also gives the guideline to never 
‘over-sell’. In the long-term over-selling could result in a loss of credibility 
as well as erosion of the integrity of the brand. (internal policy 
documentation) 

6.4.1 Attraction Channels 
 
‘To be successful in attracting the best talent, our communications must get 
the right message to the right people in the right way.’ (internal policy 
documentation) 
 
AZ writes in its policy documentation that communications with its 
employment audiences take a variety of forms – from print through to web – 
and that it is important to tailor the messages accordingly in these media. It 
is emphasized that additional information about specific areas of activities 
should be available to candidates, since this procedure might have a 
significant impact on whether talented people ultimately choose to apply. 
(internal policy documentation)  
 
More specifically, AZ uses a variety of channels in its communication. In 
relation to compulsory school AZ meets with teachers and councilors to 
increase the interest for natural sciences related subjects, arranges summer 
research camp, field trips and junior internship. In relation to high school 
AZ participate in education forums, as well as the same activities as for the 
compulsory school. This is the work of Ewa Erixson-Carlqvist (2003-12-
17). Camilla Larsen’s (2003-12-17) responsibilities lie within the field of 
university and college contacts. These include the students’ homepage, work 
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forums, advertising, attract-talent-days, field trips, theses and holiday work. 
AZ also distributes scholarships, sponsors student activities and plans for a 
future CV database. (AZ internal material)  
 
Natural sciences students prefer to collect information about potential 
employers through a variety of channels, of which internships, work forums, 
company homepage and friends working at the company are the most 
frequently answered (see graph 6, appendix 6). 91% of all respondents (who 
chose AZ as their ideal employer) use Internet to search for job related 
information. (FöretagsBarometern, 2003) Business students prefer the use of 
the same channels, but the order in which they are ranked is slightly 
different (see graph 9, appendix 6)(FöretagsBarometern, 2002). When asked 
about which channels these respondents actually use, as opposed to what 
they prefer as presented above, the channels most frequently used among 
natural sciences students are: Work forums, articles in papers and 
magazines, company homepages and media (see table 3, appendix 6). 
(FöretagsBarometern, 2003)  
 
The young professionals were asked about the recruitment channel of their 
latest employment. The Attrack (Källqvist et al, 2003) investigation shows 
that advertisements in papers and magazines, personal contacts and thesis 
work are the most common channels of recruitment (see graph 3, appendix 
5). Universum YPS (2003) has similar data, showing that also these 
respondents have made use of personal contacts and advertisements, but in 
this case work related contacts also score rather high ( see graph 14, 
appendix 6).  
 
Both students and young employees with academic background revalue their 
opinions about both companies and work positions according to their 
experience, the experience of their friends, the development of the society 
and the current state of the market. Because these changes of opinion can be 
significant it is important to measure and act accordingly to change the 
employer message and use the right channels of communication. Companies 
view the work of the HR department as important for future success. 
(Källqvist et al, 2003) 
 
Networks are becoming increasingly important as the reputation of 
companies is spreading rapidly in different networks. Every employee is a 
member of his/her own network and act as an ambassador of his/her 
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employer and company. Hence, the relation between the employee and the 
employer grows crucial. (Källqvist et al, 2003) 

6.5 The Beautiful Organization 
 
The management of AZ strives at enhancing a culture where the co-workers 
feel stimulated and as participants of the corporate goals. The objective is to 
benefit the company’s stakeholders and society in general through showing 
corporate responsibility as a global company. (Annual report, 2002) In 
addition, AZ wishes to contribute to charities, sponsoring and other 
initiatives that will have positive effects. This support primarily aims at 
activities that align with the field of business, namely: reinforcing the status 
of natural sciences in society (especially among young people), supporting 
natural sciences education, creating possibilities for co-workers to 
participate in teaching as well as donating equipment and material 
(presentation material). The values of AZ encourage openness, integrity and 
honesty towards applicants (internal policy documentation). Ewa Erixson-
Carlqvist (2003-12-17) says that she has a great support from the research 
department when donating ‘old’ equipment to schools and other institutions. 
She thinks this creates a lot of goodwill for AZ.  

6.5.1 The Wrapping Process 
 
The internal policy documentation states that when it comes to a choice 
between companies with very similar tangible offers, it is often the 
intangible assets and values that make the difference. It is furthermore 
claimed that the industry in itself is rather homogenous, but that AZ 
possesses some specific values that give the company a differentiated 
personality. Ewa Erixson-Carlqvist (2003-12-17) does not know of any 
other company in possession of someone responsible for the tasks related to 
her work. Though, she does not know in what ways AZ is perceived to 
differ from its competitors.  
 
When communicating with its different target audiences, AZ seeks to 
include life, warmth and innovation in the message. The use of rich, vibrant 
colors and warm, lively images is encouraged in order to visually 
demonstrate the company’s empathy with people and life. AZ claims to 
always look for the fresh perspective in order to reflect the company’s 
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commitment to discovery and creativity – inspirational design can make all 
the difference when communicating. (internal policy documentation) 
 
AZ’s tagline ‘life inspiring ideas’ focuses on exhibiting the spirit of the 
company with an implied benefit message (internal policy documentation). 
The foundations for AZ’s attraction of talent rest on four fundamental values 
which are seen as the framework for all company activities worldwide. 
These are: integrity and high ethical norms; respect for individuality and 
diversity; openness, honesty, trust and mutual support; as well as leadership 
through role modeling at all levels. (Annual report, 2002) The tagline and 
the four fundamental values are built up by what AZ calls the brand essence 
(internal policy documentation): 
 

o A passion for discovery that starts with people. 
o Empowering people to explore, challenge, create, improve, find 

answers and to discover personal potential, new medicines and new 
ways of bringing benefit to all stakeholders. 

o Recognizing and valuing the uniqueness of each individual that 
contributes to and benefits from these discoveries. 

o Discovery is about being prepared to go beyond the limits of the 
expected to find new and better ways of helping people.  

 
Ewa Erixson-Carlqvist (2003-12-17) says that the message AZ is trying to 
convey is that it is fun to work for the company and that everything that is 
learnt in school comes to use. She furthermore explains that the guidelines 
come from the management with the purpose of making AZ look like a good 
employer. She continues by saying that the main benefits of AZ are 
chemistry and project based work in combination, independence (lifting 
forward the individual in the group), freedom, dynamics and career 
possibilities. According to Ewa, the marketing of pharmaceuticals can be a 
sensitive subject to some people, since there are groups that are against AZ’s 
profiting on people’s sickness. Ewa Erixson-Carlqvist (2003-12-17) do not 
know of any fundamentally negative sides to AZ, but remembers old ‘hot 
potatoes’ that has come up, such as: testing on animals, environmental 
aspects and the lack of a cure for AIDS.  
 
Camilla Larsen (2003-12-17) says that she tries to convey the following 
attributes: individual possibilities, benefits, training and job rotation. She 
also explains that the specific attributes that are communicated during work 
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forums vary from time to time, since different AZ employees follow her 
around in her work. Thus, the compilation of AZ employees representing the 
company on work forums differs between occasions.  
 
AZ believes that brand consistency is vital, and with global business comes 
global visibility. It is believed that a single brand provides an effective 
platform to communicate with one voice worldwide. By incorporating 
consistent brand elements into all communications, AZ can collectively 
contribute to building a single brand reputation. (internal policy 
documentation)  
 
The policy documentation furthermore stresses that the employer brand 
should be applied to all levels of recruitment communications – from the 
earliest stage of candidate engagement through to advertising for a specific 
role, interview and recruitment – at which point, the employer brand will 
merge the people with the AZ organization and culture. Communicating and 
acting consistently and in the right way enables AZ to develop the 
relationships needed – brands fail when actions do not match the words. The 
company believes it must continue to deliver its core values to maintain the 
trust and confidence of society and so ensure to keep its ‘license to operate’. 
(internal policy documentation) Ewa Erixson-Carlqvist (2003-12-17) and 
Camilla Larsen (2003-12-17) both feel that the communication of AZ has 
resulted in a very positive perception among students. Camilla says that she 
tries to use more personalized forms of communication with students, and 
continues by saying that AZ’s information material should avoid being too 
formal or boring. She goes on by stating that her work mostly is 
characterized by responding to questions of different kinds, and not by 
communicating a certain set of values and attributes.  

6.6 Summary Empirical Findings 
 
This chapter is a presentation of our gathered data presented to fit our 
research problem. Initially the situation on the labor market is described, 
which is followed by AZ’s work with employer branding. The next part 
treats the image of the company, as perceived by their target groups. The 
chapter is concluded by references to attraction and the beautiful 
organization.  
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7 Analysis 
 
 
In this chapter we analyze the previously presented empirical material in 
order to provide answers to our initial questions. The theoretical 
references is used as a tool during the analysis to support our 
interpretation of the empirical substance.  
 
 
The disposition of this chapter follows the same structure as did the 
theoretical references (chapter 4) and the empirical findings (chapter 6). 
Thus, the reader will find that the headlines of this chapter correspond to 
the previously mentioned chapters. Below we analyze the concept of 
employer branding in relation to the work of AZ, followed by an analysis 
of image, and end with the concept attraction and some ideas on the 
beautiful organization. However, first of all we start by looking at the labor 
market. 

7.1 Situation on the Labor Market 
 
In our opinion the labor market in general is going through tough times. 
Institutet för tillväxtpolitiska studier (2003) claims that Sweden soon will 
be faced with a relatively large share of retired workers over the age of 65, 
in need of support by the younger generations. Arbetsmarknadsstyrelsen 
(2003) as well as Johnreden & Wallin (2002) show figures that imply as 
many as 36% of the workforce retiring in the next ten years or so, meaning 
that around 1.5 million people will leave the Swedish labor market. It is 
also explained that the contemporary trend among Swedes is to commit to 
higher learning to a larger extent than earlier; meaning that even less 
people will be available on the market. We believe that Johnreden & 
Wallin (2002) have a good point when accentuating that the relation 
between high unemployment rates and a decreasing need for recruitment 
not necessarily is positive. Our opinion is that such a view is very short-
sighted and dangerous since the economy, some time or another, will come 
to flourish once again. Today, many companies worry too much about 
current problems, in our opinion, and lack the bigger picture when they are 
occupied by lay-offs and downsizing measures in order to survive the 
present recession. This situation poses a real threat that has to be taken 
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seriously and we are, like Johnreden & Wallin (2002), skeptical of whether 
the workforce will be large enough to meet the future demands of labor.  
 
We would also like to underscore that the situation seems to be most 
alarming for companies in need of personnel with a natural sciences 
background, which is supported by Johnreden & Wallin (2002). Svenskt 
näringsliv (2001) and Regeringskansliet (2002) agree on this and state that 
all figures point at a future shortage of people holding an academic degree 
in natural sciences related topics. Framtid för svensk industri (2003) is even 
more specific in stating that measures for improving the recruitment of 
particularly engineers, scientists and chemists are necessary.  In addition, it 
is pointed out that Sweden holds the very last position when comparing the 
number of young people holding a natural sciences degree with the other 
OECD countries. This might, as far as we can see, affect the 
competitiveness of Swedish industry. Our concern is that companies 
demanding people with backgrounds in natural sciences will fall short 
when looking to recruit new employees in the future. Looking more 
specifically at the figures of SCB, we are troubled by the number of 
students admitted to mathematically and natural sciences related educations 
is half of what it  was five years ago. Only 60% of the available positions 
for these educations are occupied at the universities as of today.  

7.1.1 Forecast concerning Knowledge Intensive Companies  
 
Johnreden & Wallin (2002) argue that the future increase in productivity is 
expected to take place in capital and knowledge intensive companies. 
Taken into consideration what has been mentioned earlier about the supply 
of, or rather lack of, trained personnel with natural sciences background we 
are once again concerned. Svenskt näringsliv (2001) writes that many 
businesses actually would be able to expand if they got access to the ‘right’ 
competence. We believe, like Svenskt näringsliv (2001) and 
Regeringskansliet (2002) that the supply of relevant competence will fall 
short of the industry demand of highly educated people. Thus, we wish to 
underscore the importance of available competence, as also stated by 
Svenskt näringsliv (2002), when the focus shifts from capital and 
technology intensity in favor of the knowledge intensive companies.  
 
Additionally, we believe that the discussion about a diminishing workforce 
could become dangerous in itself. Our view is that if enough research is 
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conducted within a specific area, and the results all point in the same 
direction, the resulting opinions and conceptions might become self-
generated ‘nature laws’. Though, we do not wish to imply that the future 
supply of workforce for Swedish industry looks promising, but we wish to 
accentuate that focus ought to lie on changing the situation instead of 
‘putting more wood on the fire’.  

7.2 Employer Branding 
 
Camilla Larsen (2003-12-17) says that the company has no problems 
finding suitable employees today, but that the competition for talent will 
increase in the future and that this poses a threat. Ewa Erixson-Carlqvist 
(2003-12-17) says that if the work fails to find talents that possess the 
specific backgrounds suitable for knowledge organizations, companies like 
AZ will in the future have to move its research departments abroad. Ewa 
Erixson-Carlqvist’s (2003-12-17) furthermore states that Swedish 
universities cannot fill their quota for educational programs related to the 
future needs of recruitment for AZ. The company is working proactively 
with these issues (HR presentation material), mainly through the work of 
Ewa Erixson-Carlqvist and Camilla Larsen (2003-12-17).  
 
The most successful companies are, according to Gregory w. Wiechmann 
(2002), those in possession of the most suitable workers. The same authors 
claim further that the ‘right’ workers for the ‘right’ work constitute a true 
competitive advantage. Companies need to attract competence through its 
personality (Nilson, 1998), but a brand personality does not constitute a 
strategic asset in itself (Urde, 1997).  There is a need for an intentional 
work, not to become just a follower, but instead short-listed in the minds of 
the target audiences (Nilson, 1998). Gregory w. Wiechmann (2002) 
stresses that the lack of trained and motivated human resources is the 
biggest threat. Based on today’s demographical and educational situation, 
Framtid för svensk industri (2003) believes that the long-term perspective 
has to stimulate the interest for natural sciences and technology.  
 
We think that the situation of today, when AZ not is experiencing any 
serious problems in recruiting personnel is best characterized as a sleeping 
bear. The company has no problems finding suitable employees as of 
today, but a future threat of finding the right competence is growing in 
proportion as older generations are retiring and younger generations show a 
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diminishing interest in natural sciences and technology. The problems 
threat to occur in the near future when the Swedish industrial companies, 
that currently are suffering from a plunging economy, once again need to 
search for new employees. Additionally, material from AZ shows that the 
next few years will be characterized by continued expansion and that the 
base of recruitment is in need of fortification. (internal presentation 
material) 
 
Facts point in our opinion at a vicious trend: lesser interest for natural 
sciences at young age produces fewer students in natural sciences related 
programs at high school, which diminishes the base for filling up the 
educations at different colleges and universities, with the final result of 
fewer postgraduates in natural sciences related topics. This leads in turn to 
increasing problems in recruitment for knowledge intensive companies 
such as AZ and a shrinking competitive advantage. We wish to accentuate 
that this threat is something that concerns more companies than just AZ.  
 
We think it is very positive that AZ has an employer branding strategy 
designed to function as a differentiator when trying to attract talent and to 
strategically work with increasing the interest for natural sciences and 
technology among youth. It is important to not just be a follower in order to 
be short-listed in the minds of the target audiences. The work conducted by 
the company so far constitutes a solid platform for future work with placing 
the company’s brand in the minds of the audiences. After having analyzed 
the material gathered, we feel that the people we have dealt with at AZ in 
major parts have realized the future threat of potential talents becoming a 
scarce resource. Though, the question of however the management of the 
company has realized this  remains, as well as whether or not the rest of the 
industry is of the same opinion. We have not found any information that 
indicates that this future threat could be an exaggeration.  

7.2.1 AZ’s Use of Employer Branding 
 
AZ believes that the work with employer branding is about distinguishing 
itself in a market that is characterized by very similar tangible offers. AZ 
has an explicit wish to become the employer of choice, and tries to achieve 
that by using its single brand as a platform to communicate with one voice 
globally. Differentiation is then to come by adding specific values to this 
platform in order to convey the AZ personality. (internal policy 
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documentation) Even though AZ is working with employer branding both 
Ewa Erixson-Carlqvist and Camilla Larsen (2003-12-17) express their 
concern when stating that the internal support for their work not is as strong 
as it could be. 
 
According to the HRM Network (2002) and Bates (2001), employer 
branding is about attracting new employees, but also to be perceived as the 
best place to work. We are of the opinion that AZ seem to have a thought-
through concept of employer branding, which we think is positive. The 
work needs to be continued and maybe intensified, as well as 
acknowledged through the support of the whole company. However, we 
would like to stress our opinion that employer branding not should be seen 
as a solution to all future problems, nor as a tool for defending the already 
conquered ground, but rather as a proactive measure that concerns the 
whole company as well as the industry. Once again, with the threat of 
personnel becoming a scarce resource, we feel it is vital to be aware of 
what the future might bring. Though, we think that the high interest in AZ 
coming from the outside is a good sign and that it gives the company a 
solid platform to work from.  

7.2.2 Definition of Employer Branding 
 
Employer branding is according to Källqvist et al (2003) a strategy and 
communication work distinguishing the company as attractive, which 
correlates to the message of AZ’s internal policy documentation. AZ also 
explains in its internal policy documentation that companies often have to 
distinguish themselves through intangible assets and values as the tangible 
values often are quite similar.  
 
There are many definitions of employer branding to be found in the 
literature. For example, Nilson (1998) describes employer branding as 
many things, including an inspiring work founded in an emotional 
commitment, the communication of a symbol or an identity that carries 
distinct values, that differentiates and appeals. The Conference Board 
(2001), Ries & Ries (1999) and Bates (2001) define employer branding as 
the firm’s identity as an employer and Bates (2001) as work of 
strengthening the company’s reputation as the employer of choice. 
Aufreiter et al (2003) illustrate the work with employer branding as 
emphasizing the key benefits and attributes. These are of tangible as well as 
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intangible, emotional character and differentiate together with the identity 
the company from its competitors.  
 
We have not been able to track a specific definition that states how AZ 
defines its employer brand. Though, we do not feel that this is a serious 
problem since employer branding could have many purposes. AZ has in 
our mind realized the importance of profiling itself as an employer of 
choice, using both tangible and intangible attributes, and the result has 
come out rather positive as we will show later on in this chapter.  
 
We agree with Aufreiter et al (2003) and accentuate the importance of 
working with the intangible attributes and values. We guess that the 
tangible attributes many times can be seen as the ‘must-have’ attributes, or 
hygiene factors, which in that case indicates that a company needs a 
specific set of tangible attributes to get its ‘license to operate’. Another 
explanation could be that these tangible attributes comprise the platform for 
the work with employer branding, according to our view. When it comes to 
the intangible attributes, i.e. emotions and beliefs, our view is that a 
company forms its real competitive advantages through these intangible 
attributes. Thus, in our opinion a company has to define which intangible 
attributes and values to communicate, which should be derived from the 
inside of the organization. This is where the struggle for gaining a 
competitive advantage starts. 

7.2.3 Objectives of Employer Branding 
 
According to AZ’s annual report (2002) the organization has understood 
that their future success depends on the company’s ability to attract talent. 
AZ also aims at becoming the employer of choice through letting all 
employees use their full potential. One of the long-term objectives of the 
company is to continue making AZ a stimulating experience, to make each 
and every co-worker positive and to make them understand the objectives 
of the organization as well as those of the individual. (Annual report, 2002) 
AZ’s internal policy documentation furthermore stresses the danger of 
‘overselling’ itself.  
 
Overell (2002) states that employer branding is about meaning – to 
emphasize purpose and values. Reed (2001) claims that it is strategically 
necessary to develop a lasting employer brand, and this brand should 
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ideally include more than just tangible attributes, since employer brands 
might be the crucial to win the talent war. HRM Network (2002) proposes 
that, in order to become the employer of choice, it is more important to 
work with employer branding than to improve the recruitment and 
retention. 
 
Our view is that AZ is on the right track when encouraging its employees 
to be creative, challenging and to question old methods and ideas, since this 
message includes meaningfulness and touches upon emotions and beliefs. 
However, we question whether it is more important to work with employer 
branding than to improve the recruitment and retention, in order to become 
the employer of choice. On the contrary, we think that functioning and 
effective recruitment and retention strategies could be seen as the necessary 
tangible functions that have to work properly. These could serve as hygiene 
factors and ought to be kept on a high and functioning level, since we 
believe that they reflect seriousness and sincerity in the recruitment 
process.  
 
Consequently, we are of the opinion that employer branding and consumer 
branding have very similar use when creating a competitive advantage for a 
company, even though the aim varies with the target group. Instead of 
having sales and consumers in focus the spotlight points at the own 
workforce as well as at potential employees. The brand represents certain 
values and attributes, communicates a unique message, is perceived in an 
exclusive way and is differentiated from other employer brands as being 
something inimitable. We believe that the underlying objective with all 
types of branding is profit, although there are other benefits to gain from 
along the way. The first objective of employer branding might in the short 
perspective be to keep the employees satisfied and to retain these within the 
organization. Since we have focused on the external perspective of this 
concept, thus paying attention to the image of the employer, we believe that 
the objectives of employer branding also include attracting talent through 
the image of the company. If successful, the best suited people will be 
attracted to, and retained within, the company. In this way a competitive 
advantage could be created and result in profits for the company as well as 
for the individual.  
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7.3 Image 
 
Källqvist et al (2003) claim that it has become increasingly important to 
profile the company’s employer image. Universum (YPS, 2003) describes 
employer branding as consisting of ideas, opinions and eventual prejudices 
that people have gathered about an employer through all information about 
and all contacts with the same company. 
 
AZ is a well-known company that many natural sciences students are 
interested in working for (FöretagsBarometern, 2003). It holds the position 
as the number six employer of choice among natural sciences students and 
number 25 among business students, an even better position than last year 
for both groups. This investigation furthermore shows that students 
interested in working for AZ also are interested in other pharmaceutical 
companies. Our own survey shows that the general perception of AZ is 
rather positive, as goes for the question about AZ as a future employer. In 
both cases around 90% of the respondents have answered ‘fairly 
interesting’ or ‘very interesting’.  
 
When analyzing young professionals’ image about AZ, the results are also 
flattering. The company places itself as the fifth overall employer of 
choice, based on the answers of more than 6.000 respondents in the age 
span of 25-40 years. Those who chose other companies within the same 
industry as their employer of choice still rank AZ highly. (Källqvist et al, 
2003) Similar results are presented in the Universum YPS investigation 
(2003). 
 
Hatch & Schultz (1997) defines image not as the self-image, but as the 
feelings and beliefs about the company among its target groups. It is, 
according to Aufreiter et al (2003), getting harder to build brands and find 
an unoccupied place in the minds of the audiences. Poe (2002) compares 
the work of image-building with trying to register the company on targeted 
groups’ radar. 
 
We have chosen to analyze the image aspect since we believe that the 
image can function as an evaluation of the work with employer branding. 
What we mean by this is that employer branding tries to build an image in 
the minds of the target audiences, an image which preferably corresponds 
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to the corporate personality. Hence, in our view successful employer 
branding could be evaluated by looking at how well the image of the 
audiences corresponds with what the company wishes to convey. Though, 
we also wish to point out that people still may have an image of a company 
even though it not uses branding as a strategy, meaning that we believe that 
people form opinions about companies based on other sources as well. 
Some theorists explain that measurements of the effectiveness of employer 
branding are lagging, and we cannot do more than agree. Though, we are of 
the opinion that the image can be evaluated more thoroughly through 
quantitative and qualitative approaches of different kinds. The data we have 
analyzed is part of investigations with a rather broad focus, trying to cover 
as many respondents as possible. This broad focus has a down side as it 
only scratches on the surface, whereas we believe that investigations of a 
more narrow character could provide useful information about target 
groups. We imagine that there is a benefit in combining broader 
investigations with others that are aiming at different niches of the labor 
market.  
 
When taking a closer look at the gathered material there is some interesting 
information with reference to the image of AZ. In our opinion the brand 
recognition of AZ is, although not very surprisingly, very high. The 
company seems to be very well-known and popular compared to many 
competitors. Even though Aufreiter et al (2003) and Poe (2002) accentuate 
the difficulties in finding an unoccupied space in the minds of the 
audiences and make the company register on the radar, we believe that 
AZ’s employment branding has paid off, placing the company in a pleasing 
top-ten position as employer of choice among its target groups. We feel 
that one reason for AZ’s favorable image is the fact that the company 
actually is recruiting during an economic recession. The recruitment of 
more than 1.000 people during one single year, with the ambition of 
continuing at the same pace, is impressive in a small country like Sweden. 
We see this as something unique and a means to reach the unoccupied 
territory in the minds of the target groups. Theorists talk about registering 
on the radar of the audiences, and our interpretation is that active 
recruitment during harsh times generates goodwill to a larger extent than it 
would have done during a time of prosperity. Actions say more than words! 
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7.3.1 Brand Value(s) 
 
Camilla Larsen’s (2003-12-17) experience of the students’ perceptions is 
very flattering for AZ, although she has come across a few negative sides 
as well. Taking a closer look at what students think, our survey shows that 
the respondents to a large extent associate AZ with tangible values. Natural 
sciences students give AZ good grades when comparing the company with 
industry related companies. Young professionals (Källqvist et al, 2003) 
have graded AZ according to a number of dimensions, all of which they 
find important when searching for a job. The outcome points out wages & 
benefits, possibilities to influence own work, working hours and leadership 
as the weaker dimensions. The more positive ratings are found in 
development possibilities, employment security and working tasks. Finally, 
the young professionals of Univerum’s (YPS, 2003) investigation associate 
AZ with financial strength, good reputation and business success. 
 
The brand image is founded on certain brand values, according to Nilsson 
(1998). The same author furthermore stresses the importance of building a 
brand out of a combination of tangible and intangible values, as previously 
mentioned. However, Nilsson (1998) says that a company has to limit the 
number of dimensions communicated in order to reach through to the 
audiences. In addition, Urde (1997) claims that strong brands create more 
room for higher prices. 
 
We find Gregory w. Wiechmann’s (2002) idea interesting, stating that the 
employer brand stands for an unspoken promise of value that needs to be 
matched to the values of the target groups. The better the fit, the more 
valuable the brand gets. We are of the opinion that the brand values (on the 
emotional level) are colored by the corporate values, which are to be found 
in the company culture, identity and traditions amongst other things. The 
brand value (in monetary terms) on the other hand, is dependent on the 
consumers since they price the brand according to their personal 
perceptions, beliefs and values. Hence, the connection between values and 
value. We also agree with Urde (1997) when saying that an employer brand 
has the advantage of creating shortcuts in the information processes of the 
audiences and that this might augment the level of satisfaction. Our view is 
that if these shortcuts are able to trigger a set of variables that the target 
individuals find valuable, value is created for both the company and the 
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individual. To be more explicit, our interpretation is that brand values (on 
the emotional level) generate value (in monetary terms). When finding the 
best ‘fit’ between company values and those of the target group, value for 
the individual is created on the emotional level whilst value for the 
company relates to equity (value).  
 
We believe that the reason why the respondents associate the company with 
its tangible values, e.g. pharmaceuticals and geographical location, is that it 
these are easier to relate to than intangible values. In addition, we join 
Nilsson (1998) in the opinion that a company has to limit the number of 
dimensions communicated in order to reach through to the audiences.  
 
We find Urde’s (1997) statement on strong brands creating more room for 
higher prices very interesting. His theory relates primarily to traditional 
branding, i.e. focusing on customers instead of potential employees, but 
translated to employer branding this could, according to our opinion, imply 
that a company in possession of a strong employer brand is able to offer 
lower wages than its competitors. This makes it even more interesting 
when compared to Camilla Larsen’s (2003-12-17) statement that a common 
prejudice among students is that AZ offers lower wages.  

7.3.2 Brand Attributes 
 
Our survey shows that the respondents think that it is important that the 
employer offers stimulating tasks, takes good care of the employees, offers 
competitive wages and benefits as well as offers internal career 
possibilities. From FöretagsBarometern (2003 & 2002) we can extract the 
same variables, adding that these respondents find inspiring colleagues 
important. However, business students think somewhat differently and rank 
high wages and international possibilities highly. Natural sciences students’ 
perception shows that AZ scores higher than the industry average when 
looking at of a good reference for a future career, internal career 
opportunities and internal training.  
 
The most frequent answers for important work attributes among young 
professionals are inspiring colleagues, flexible hours, balance between free 
time and work, varying tasks, remuneration and increasingly challenging 
tasks. When it comes to remuneration compensations and benefits, the 
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same respondents have chosen additional vacation, overtime compensation 
and keep-fit measures as the most important ones.  
 
The employer brand value is according to Buckley (2002) perceived by and 
communicated through its attributes. Storbacka & Lehtinen (2000) mean 
that the degree of relevance for each attribute corresponds to different types 
of factors. The Conference Board (Dell et al, 2001) claims that 
measurements of ‘branding effectiveness’ are lagging. Aufreiter et al 
(2003) say that new technology helps companies to avoid guessing when 
identifying underlying brand attributes.  
 
We believe that branding and image building is about uncovering the 
relevance of each attribute to different target groups, as do Aufreiter et al 
(2003). Additionally, we think that Storbacka & Lehtinen (2000) present a 
relevant model for describing the different attributes, even though we 
consider none of the factors to be meaningless. We furthermore find it 
difficult to, at this point, label the different attributes as either critical, 
profile or hygiene factors. Nevertheless, we feel that wages & benefits 
might be a so called hygiene factor. We think that there exists a lower, 
critical limit when it comes to wages & benefits. Going below this limit 
will result in a great dissatisfaction. A good reference for a future career, 
internal career opportunities and internal training could all be seen as 
profile factors since these score higher than the industry average, and 
distinguish the company from industry standards.  

7.3.3 Brand Communication & Perception 
 
Communication is vital according to Källqvist et al (2003). Our survey 
indicates that half of the responding students feel that AZ’s student contacts 
have not affected their view of the company as an employer. As many as 
70% of the same respondents feel that they know little or nothing about AZ 
as an employer. The students’ perception of AZ has been generated through 
media, advertising and word of mouth to a larger extent than through 
company activities such as work forums, field trips and guest lectures.  
 
Gregory w. Wiechmann (2002) accentuate the importance of a clear 
message when communicating and the most effective form of 
communication is according to Nilson (1998) personal experience through 
dialogue. Ries & Ries (1999) explain that communication is useful since a 
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brand is achieved with publicity, but advertising only is for brand 
maintenance.  
 
However, the communication in itself is not as important as the way the 
message is perceived (Ries & Ries, 1999). We agree on this, and also on 
what Nilson (1998) argues about the company having to be seen as 
possessing the advantage - being unique and different. When having a 
competitive advantage, the company must exploit it through 
communication of the advantage (Nilson, 1998). The brand should strive to 
‘own a word in the mind’ of its target group (Ries & Ries, 1999). Gregory 
w. Wiechmann (2002) underline the significance of expectations. A direct 
relation to the brand and fulfilled expectations make the difference 
according to these authors. The goal is to create preference through the 
communication of the values (Nilson, 1998).  
 
Our opinion follows the line of Källqvist et al (2003) in that the 
communication is vital in the employer branding work. The communication 
has to be clear and at all levels, and has to convey a set of values. What we 
have learned from the gathered material is that many students feel that they 
know rather little about AZ as an employer. Additionally, AZ’s student 
contacts have had little impact on the respondents’ perception of the 
company, in spite of the company’s efforts. Our analysis is that this picture 
possibly could relate to the following: a failure in communication and/or a 
misfit between company values and those of the target groups.  

7.3.4  Brand Uniqueness & Differentiation 
 
Generally, AZ is only marginally differentiated compared to its industry 
competitors. Young professionals have rated the company according to a 
number of variables, and the spider web in graph 6.4 points at similar 
grades for most companies. Additional information on the same topic is 
provided (FöretagsBarometern, 2003) and treats AZ’s ability to attract 
natural sciences students. Differences between companies are again 
marginal, except for pointing out ‘specialists’ as attracted by 
pharmaceutical companies and ‘leaders’ and ‘generalist’ as not very 
interested by this industry.  

 
Ries & Ries (1999) and Nilson (1998) state that companies need to 
communicate the image of having a ‘product’ like no other. We agree with 
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Gregory w. Wiechmann (2002) who say that the employer brand’s 
personality, style and quality reputation help the potential employee to 
differentiate an employer. Knox & Maklan (1998) and Tarantin (2002) 
concur when saying that many companies are rather similar, though having 
different brands. Companies in the same industry, having similar 
preconditions concerning tangible assets and attributes are in our opinion 
dependent on an employer brand to make them unique and different from 
the competition.  
 
Our analysis is that AZ’s differentiation, or rather lack thereof, could be a 
result of several possible alternatives. To relate this question to what earlier 
was said on the topic of communication, we feel that the similarities 
between the competitors could relate to the respondents lack of knowledge 
of AZ as an employer. This could in turn imply a poor fit between the 
company values and the target groups’ values when communicated. An 
additional reason could mean that the communication in itself fails at some 
point. As it seems, there could be endless reasons for AZ being perceived 
as only marginally differentiated as an employer. We do not know the 
reasons for this ‘state of equilibrium’, but we wish to accentuate the 
possibility of AZ not being different. Maybe the uniqueness has been lost 
over the path of time. Ries & Ries (1999) reason that all that remains of a 
lost uniqueness is the difference in brand names, and we believe that they 
might have a point.  

7.4 Attraction 
 
We have chosen to look at employer branding as the strategy of a company, 
whilst the image is the perception of the target groups concerning the 
employer. Now the time has come to see if a mutual interest has occurred 
between the two parties – is there any attraction to the equation? 

 
Generation X distinguishes itself in various ways. These individuals look 
for challenges and personal development in combination with influence 
over the company’s objectives. In short, they have become more 
individualistic than past generations. Attracting talent is getting even 
harder. (Källqvist et al, 2003) 
 
AZ focuses on employer branding and attraction of talent through a broad 
focus, although mainly targeting natural sciences and technology students. 
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When working on the field, no explicit connection between actual 
recruitment and the employer branding work is present since the company 
representatives have no pre-knowledge of specific future vacant job 
positions. No cooperation or agreement for enhancing the interest for 
natural sciences between industry actors exist.  
 
Nilson (1998) says that the two main roles of communication are to attract 
talent and to build the brand. The same author continues by stating that 
which employer a potential employee chooses depends on the level of 
attraction of the different alternatives. Hirschman (2002) adds to the 
discussion by claiming the importance of appealing to personal interests 
and concerns other than money – tapping into somebody’s passion and 
focus on emotions. Buss (2002) agrees and draws it even further by saying 
that attraction is about fulfilling people in their lives. A company’s 
reputation is a valuable asset and people are in fact so interested in working 
for an employer with a good reputation that they are willing to accept a 
lower salary (The HRM Network, 2002). According to the Conference 
Board (2002) there are many ways to attract talent, e.g. stability and an 
ongoing recruitment process, in good times and bad times. In the end 
attracting talent comes down to the company reputation and brand. (The 
Conference Board, 2002) 
 
The situation for AZ is in our view a good example of the difficulties when 
attracting talent. We find the intentions and ambitions of AZ worthy of 
imitation. Though, we suspect that there exis ts a gap between the company 
focus and the objectives of the individuals, meaning that our belief is that 
AZ thinks in pluralistic terms of target groups whilst the ‘targets’ demand a 
more individualistic approach. In addition, we imagine that the goal of the 
company is the long-term supply of talent and competence, through the 
creation of intangible values such as interest and preference on a societal 
level. On the other hand, the objective of the individual could probably 
many times correspond to the short-term tangible goal of getting a job. 
Thus, we once again touch upon the discussion of a ‘fit’ between company 
values and those of the target groups. The dilemma is that if a company 
wishes to tap into somebody’s passion, it could involve a more personal 
approach.   
 
We are of the opinion that the attraction of talent is a long-term assignment 
for companies, as also stated by Källqvist et al. (2003) The trouble is that 
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only AZ is occupied with strategically addressing future target groups for 
recruitment when we think the work would become more fruitful with a 
joint force of participating companies and organizations on the employer 
side. Although, one benefit for AZ is that the company, without 
competition, can address groups that in the future hopefully will be 
attracted by AZ.   

7.4.1 Attraction Channels 
 
AZ explicitly states that attracting talent is about getting the right message 
to the right people. The company communicates with its audiences through 
a variety of channels, and tries to tailor their messages in different ways 
depending on the channel used. Ewa Erixson-Carlqvist and Camilla Larsen 
are the field workers of AZ’s employer branding, and they deal with 
student contact at all levels.  
 
Students’ preferences for collecting information correspond to a variety of 
channels, of which internships, work forums, company homepage and 
friends working at the company are the most frequently answered. Almost 
all students use Internet to search for job related information. In reality, 
natural sciences students make use of work forums, articles in papers and 
magazines, company homepages and media for collecting information. 
Advertisements in papers and magazines, personal contacts and thesis work 
are the most common channels of recruitment for young professionals.  
 
The relation between the employee and the employer is central.  Both 
students and young employees with academic background revalue their 
opinions about both companies and work positions according to their 
experience, the experience of their friends, the development of the society 
and the current state of the market. Companies view the work of the HR 
department as important for future success. (Källqvist et al, 2003) 
 
Nilson (1998) claims that attraction is a function of communication, a 
communication that can take a variety of forms. Joinson (2002) points out 
the vast amount of possible channels, varying from the Internet to personal 
conversations. Both Gregory w. Wiechmann (2002), Dell et al (2001) and 
Poe (2002) accentuate the impact of ‘face time’. One channel not possible 
to influence from the company’s perspective, though not to be 
underestimated, is the ‘word-of-mouth’. Joinson (2002) state that it is 
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common practice to use advertising in order to communicate the 
company’s uniqueness as well as to attract people to make contact. Ever 
more companies are using the Internet as an attraction channel, which 
includes both advantages such as cost and time efficiency and 
disadvantages such as the volume of information (The Conference Board, 
2002). 
 
Our analysis is that students prefer more personalized forms of 
communication. We base this assumption on the fact that the students have 
mentioned interaction based channels that include face time as their 
preferred ways of communication. However, the reality shows a different 
picture of the students actually using more impersonalized channels of 
communication. Even though a brand is achieved with publicity in all its 
forms, we think that the more impersonalized forms, such as advertising 
and the Internet, have limited use. We would doubtlessly proclaim an 
increase of this personal interaction if it did not include a cost dimension. 
We guess that impersonalized kinds of communication only serve as 
necessities, not as brand strengthening. 
 
Moreover, we consider word-of-mouth to be a powerful and self generating 
channel of attraction. It is in our opinion desirable but also difficult to 
strive for a positive word-of-mouth. If successful, the company could 
harvest great benefits without having to directly invest either time or 
money into the process.  
 
Our opinion is that AZ uses many constructive channels. However, we 
think that a distinction could be made between channels of mere 
communication and channels of successful attraction. By this we mean that 
e.g. the Internet could correspond to a communication channel, as its 
primary purpose is to provide information. Face time on the other hand, 
could be seen as an attraction channel, having greater impact when 
attracting talent. This assumption shows a connection with the fact that 
young professionals’ recruitment channels to a large extent relate to 
personal contacts. Though, we guess that young professionals are able to 
make more use of the personalized channels, based on work related 
contacts and networking. Students are more dependent on impersonal 
contacts since they many times lack the access to professional networks, 
according to us.   
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7.5 The Beautiful Organization 
 
We have chosen to see the beauty of the company as a metaphor for 
making it attractive in the eyes of the beholder. We see this concept as 
mainly consisting of soft values, such as purpose and meaning, and it is in 
our opinion an approach to the attempt of influencing the image of the 
company.   

 
The management of AZ tries to develop a culture where the co-workers 
feel stimulated and as participants of the corporate goals. The global 
responsibility is emphasized, through contributing to initiatives that will 
have positive effects, of which reinforcing the status of natural sciences in 
society is central. The corporate values of AZ encourage openness, 
integrity and honesty. (internal policy documentation) 
 
A company needs to work on its image, emphasizing both the benefits of 
the specific job positions and the company’s overall reputation as an 
employer, in order to be perceived as a beautiful alternative. (Hirschman, 
2002) Joinson (2002) joins in the earlier described theories, stating that 
younger generations look for personal development and are increasingly 
appreciating spare time.  Regeringskansliet (2002) and Poe (2002) agree on 
this, and Joinson (2002) wraps it up by describing the needs and wants of 
young people in three words: Professional career, Personal and Phun (the 
3P:s). 
 
Young people also demand meaningful work that is both autonomous and 
includes some interaction with colleges (Overell, 2002). Hirschman (2002) 
emphasizes that offering the opportunity to contribute to the company’s 
growth and development has great impact. Ramirez (1996) means that the 
comprehension and attractiveness of the company include form. His 
opinion is that the message has to be packaged in some form to be 
perceived as beautiful.  
 
We believe that a company that wishes to be perceived as a beautiful 
organization needs to present a set of values and attributes that correlates to 
the needs and wants of the targeted groups. The demands of the young 
generations are ever more difficult to satisfy, which turns the consideration 
of how to make a company seem beautiful into an increasingly difficult  
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task. There is some information to be found on AZ’s view on how to 
become a beautiful organization even though the company lacks the 
explicit. We consider the corporate values of importance when 
communicating, even though we do not wish to evaluate them. The 
question is whether the corporate values actually correspond to those of the 
target groups, referring to previous discussions, but could in our opinion 
very well relate to the 3P:s of life.  
 
We neither wish to measure to which degree AZ fulfills the notion of being 
a beautiful organization. It has been mentioned that we believe that the 
employer image of AZ is rather positive. We guess that the fact that AZ is a 
pharmaceutical company, with the intention of finding cures for various 
diseases, might add meaning and purpose to an employment. Our view is 
that ‘contribution’ could be a key function in the process, since individuals 
wish to contribute to their own good conscience as well as to the purposes 
of the company. A contradicting viewpoint could be that pharmaceutical 
companies profit on sickness, which is also expressed by Ewa Erixson-
Carlqvist (2003-12-17). Thus, the pharmaceutical industry could be seen as 
a touchy subject for some, whilst undoubtedly beautiful to others.   

7.5.1 The Wrapping Process 
 
AZ states that when it comes to a choice between companies with very 
similar tangible offers, it is often the intangible assets and values that make 
the difference. The company wants to convey the specific values in order to 
differentiate its personality from its competitors. (internal policy 
documentation) One way of doing this is exemplified through the work 
Ewa Erixson-Carlqvist, who does not know of any other company 
conducting a similar work at compulsory school level.  

 
AZ seeks to include life, warmth and innovation in the communication. The 
company uses different colors and images in order to visually demonstrate 
the company’s empathy with people and life. The commitment to discovery 
and creativity is emphasized. (internal policy documentation) ‘Life 
inspiring ideas’ implies the spirit of the company with an entailed message 
of benefit. AZ’s attraction of talent rests on four fundamental values 
(Annual report, 2002), which in turn are related to the brand essence 
(internal policy documentation).  
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Ewa Erixson-Carlqvist (2003-12-17) says that the message, among other 
things, is that it is fun to work for AZ. She furthermore explains that the 
guidelines are to make AZ look like the good employer and refers to AZ’s 
brand essence. Camilla Larsen (2003-12-17) communicates similar values 
and attributes during her work, but states that some differences between 
work forums might occur due to the involvement of changing participation 
of AZ employees. AZ further argues that it is important to be consistent in 
the communication of values as well as involving the values at all levels of 
communication.  

 
Brands fail when actions do not match the words. AZ believes that core 
values are needed to maintain the trust and confidence of society and to 
keep its ‘license to operate’. (internal policy documentation) Ewa Erixson-
Carlqvist (2003-12-17) and Camilla Larsen (2003-12-17) both feel that the 
communication of AZ has resulted in a very positive perception among 
students. Camilla says that she tries to use more personalized forms of 
communication with students, though not by communicating a certain set 
of values and attributes.  

 
Ramirez (1996) explains that we cannot experience, perceive or conceive 
of organizations without mentally wrapping them in forms. The essence of 
wrapping is to create beauty. Brand strategies all seek to wrap the 
important attributes of organizations. Logos and other ways to 
communicate corporate image often include headquarters’ architecture and 
distinctive corporate colors. Press and public relations are also wrappers of 
the essentials of form. (Ramirez, 1996) 

 
There are a number of things to consider when implementing a brand 
strategy. According to Nilson (1998), first mover advantage, patience, 
consistency and involvement of top management are a few basic issues. 
Gregory w. Wiechmann (2002) goes even further and enlists eight different 
variables, which all are seen as important.  

 
Wrapping a brand cannot be done without the involvement of the 
company’s capabilities. Today, cost-effective brand wrapping depends on 
knowing precisely what consumers care about and on tailoring the brand 
accordingly. (Nilson, 1998) There are companies that manage, or wrap, the 
consumer and the employer brand as one, while others manage them 
separately. (Donath, 2001) The focus of employer branding lies on a 
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strategic level of long-term objectives. Marketers sometimes make the 
mistake of looking at present conditions instead of studying the long-term 
potential. Marketers also need to rely on fact-based understanding of the 
marketplace instead of intuition. (Aufreiter et al, 2003) 
 
Our analysis of AZ’s work with wrapping the company in a beautiful 
package is that it seems to have a thought-through concept. There is in fact 
an explicit employer branding strategy, including features like brand 
essence, core values, color scheme and tagline, and we believe that the 
company has paid a considerate amount of attention to this strategy. AZ 
does not express any evidently clear difference between consumer and 
employer brands, since both are founded on the same core values. 
However, this is only on the communication level. In our opinion this is 
backed up by the field work of the student liaisons of strategic recruitment. 
We guess that various companies have similar statements on their web 
sites, but the question is how many companies that ‘fail when actions do 
not match the words’.  
 
We are not too concerned about students’ lack of knowledge about AZ’s 
core values or capabilities. On the contrary the wrapping process, whether 
intentional or not, has resulted in a favorable image, placing the company 
on the top-ten shortlist of employers in the minds of its primary target 
groups. Our guess is that the softer parts of the wrapping form, e.g. 
missions and visions, might be seen as empty words of decoration. Though, 
we believe that the company has brought some of these ideas down to a 
tangible and operative level, working face-to-face with students of all ages 
and thus AZ has brought action to match the words.  
 
Moreover, we agree on Nilson’s (1998) opinion about patience and 
consistency, also being part of the long-term ambitions of AZ. In addition, 
the students’ perception of the company seem to have been generated 
through other channels than just contacts and communication with the 
company. It might be so, that the wrapping of AZ has paid off on several 
other frontiers resulting in a positive image of the company for others than 
just the target groups of employer branding.  
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7.6 Summary Analysis 
 
This chapter has presented our analysis of five different areas appearing in 
the following order: the situation of the labor market, employer branding, 
image, attraction and finally the beautiful organization. We have used the 
earlier presented theoretical references to support our reasoning when 
analyzing the empirical findings. 
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8 Conclusions 
 
 
To elucidate how we have answered our initial questions from the first 
chapter we here present the conclusions derived from our research. To 
facilitate for the reader and to relate to the purpose of this thesis, we have 
headlined this chapter corresponding to our research questions.  
 
 

8.1 Description of the Labor Market  
 
The demographics for Sweden indicate that 1.5 million people will exit the 
labor market during the coming ten or twelve years. These people will have 
to be replaced, but our conclusion is that the workforce is in risk of 
becoming a scarce resource. Although overall statistics point at more people 
committing to higher learning in Sweden, not all educational areas are 
showing positive trends. The situation seems to be most alarming in areas 
related to natural sciences, where Sweden holds the last position in the 
number of graduated students compared to other OECD countries. 
 
Based on the current and coming changes on the labor market, we draw the 
conclusion that the future will provide the Swedish pharmaceutical industry 
with reducing numbers of educated workers due to a falling interest in 
natural sciences amongst younger people. Many companies will also suffer 
from large numbers of retiring elderly. The need for competence will 
increase among knowledge intensive companies, which results in an 
expanding gap between the industry’s demand and the supply of workforce. 
This calls for an action plan, a strategy, to secure the long-term provision of 
key human resources. 

8.2 The Employer Image of AstraZeneca 
 

The employer image is the feelings and beliefs about the company that exist 
in the minds of its audiences. Our conclusion is that the results generated 
from this research show that AZ has a very good employer image. The 
image of the primary target groups is worthy of imitation. Ratings for brand 
recognition demonstrate extremely elevated numbers and ratings concerning 
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employer of choice are high. The objective of AZ to become the employer 
of choice has not yet been accomplished, but the company is positioned as 
the most popular employer of the pharmaceutical industry.  
 
We have not been able to prove any direct relationships between AZ’s work 
with employer branding and its employer image. We believe that the 
underlying reasons for the favorable image of AZ could be derived from 
various sources, other than those covered by our research. Some reasons 
could relate to the company being an active recruiter on the otherwise 
stagnant Swedish labor market. Other reasons could imply that the image of 
AZ is derived from other sources than the intentional employer branding 
work of the company.  

8.3 Attracting Talent in Knowledge Intensive 
Organizations   

 
Our view of attraction is the strive for creating a mutual interest between a 
company and its target group(s). Our conclusion is that attraction is about 
finding the fit between the core values of the company and the individual 
values of those targeted. We are of the opinion that the long-term, broad 
focus of the company not always corresponds to the short-term, narrower 
objectives of the individual.   
 
Accordingly, if the gap between company and individual is to be overcome, 
the employer could attempt to wrap itself as a beautiful organization. We see 
the notion of beauty as a metaphor for conveying meaning and purpose to 
the target individual, in order to make an employer attractive in a deeper 
sense. The company could turn its focus from the tangibility of recruitment 
and profit-making and instead center on tapping into the individuals’ 
emotions and beliefs. Our conclusion on this topic is that the employer 
ought to find a way of showing how the individual could reach self-
fulfillment through contributing to the company purpose.  
 
Implications for a knowledge intensive organization are that knowledge 
workers are harder to find. Bearing in mind what has earlier been stated 
about the labor market, our conclusion is that companies searching for 
employees with backgrounds in natural sciences will meet intensified 
competition.  
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9 Final Comments 
 
 

This chapter treats our final reflections of our research. We will here 
comment on a few topics not included in our conclusions, as well as 
presenting some additional ideas for further research.  
 
 
First of all it has been interesting to perform this work as part of a project 
consisting of two theses. One great benefit of the parallel approach is the 
possibility of comparison between the external image on the one hand, and 
the internal identity on the other hand.  
 
We have chosen to transfer the tradit ional theories of branding into the field 
of attracting talent. As previously mentioned this could be seen as old ideas 
introduced in a new field of use. Thus, we have found it fruitful to develop a 
partially own perspective within this field of research. This thesis should not 
be seen as an evaluation of the practical work of AZ concerning employer 
branding. Consequently, we have chosen to exclude explicit advice about 
the operative work of employer branding. Instead, our objective has been to 
strive for an understanding on a higher level and to indicate the benefits of 
employer branding.  
 
During this work we have come across the existence of the great complexity 
in understanding phenomena related to the expectations, emotions and 
beliefs of human beings. We imagine that the social and historical context 
might be of more importance than first meets the eye. In our opinion a 
company has to adjust to the bigger picture and at the same time consider 
the individual flexibility on a more operative level. Therefore, the challenge 
seems to be even greater.  
 
Ideas of further research areas concerning talent attraction could be:  
 

o Defining AZ’s employer branding and the corresponding target 
groups. 

o Development of practical methods and instruments of measurement 
concerning the employer image and the results of employer branding. 
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o How to practically convey intangible assets and values and make 
them stick in the minds of the audiences.  

o Possibilities for industry cooperation between pharmaceutical 
companies and other knowledge intensive organizations in order to 
increase the interest for natural sciences.  
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Appendix 1: Survey to students in Uppsala  
 
1. Vilken uppfattning har du generellt om AstraZeneca? 
 Kryssa för ett alternativ. 
 
q Mycket positiv 
q Ganska positiv 
q Ganska negativ 
q Mycket negativ 
 
2. Hur intressant anser du att AstraZeneca är som framtida 

arbetsgivare? 
     Kryssa för ett alternativ. 
 
q Mycket intressant 
q Ganska intressant 
q Ganska ointressant 
q Ej intressant 
 
3. Vad beror din uppfattning om AstraZeneca på? 
 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
 
4. Hur mycket har AstraZenecas kontakt med studenter påverkat 

ditt intresse för företaget?  
Kryssa för ett alternativ. 

 
q Mycket   Hur vill du få information om företaget?  
q Ganska mycket ________________________________ 
q Ganska lite    
q Inte alls   ________________________________ 
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5. Vad är viktigt för dig när du söker jobb? 
 Kryssa för de tre viktigaste alternativen. 
 
q Att arbeta med stimulerande arbetsuppgifter 
q Att företaget tar hand om personalen 
q Att företaget utvecklas 
q Att arbeta med intressanta produkter 
q Att företaget har en solid ekonomi 
q Att företaget har en modern ledarskapsstil och företagskultur 
q Att företaget erbjuder konkurrenskraftig lön och förmåner 
q Att företaget erbjuder en intern karriärutveckling 
q Att företaget är välrenommerat inom sin bransch 
q Att företaget är en bra referens för framtida karriärutveckling 
q Att företaget erbjuder möjlighet till arbete utomlands 
q Annat:_____________________________________________ 
 
6. Hur tänker du om ditt framtida arbetssökande?  
  Kryssa för det alternativ som bäst passar in på dig. 
 
q Jag har inga speciella preferenser, jag tar det jobb som erbjuds 
q Jag inriktar mig mot vissa branscher som jag finner intressanta 
q Jag inriktar mig mot flera företag som jag finner intressanta 
q Jag inriktar mig bara mot ett, eller ett fåtal, företag som är 

intressanta för mig 
 
7.    I vilket företag skulle du helst vilja arbeta om du fick välja idag?  
 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
8. Motivera ditt val ovan: ___________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
 
9. Hur stor betydelse har en arbetsgivares image för dig? 
     Kryssa för ett alternativ. 
 
q Mycket  
q Ganska mycket 
q Ganska lite  
q Inte alls 
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10. Nämn tre saker som du associerar med AstraZeneca. 
 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
 
11. Hur mycket tycker du att du vet om AstraZeneca som 

arbetsgivare? 
 
q Mycket 
q Ganska mycket 
q Ganska lite 
q Inget alls 
 
12. Nämn de utbildningsområden du tror AstraZeneca rekryterar 

från. 
 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
 
13. Kön och Ålder: _________________________________________ 
 
 
14. Utbildningsprogram: ____________________________________ 
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Appendix 2: Survey to students in Göteborg, Lund and 
Stockholm 
 
1. Vilken uppfattning har du generellt om AstraZeneca? 
  Kryssa för ett alternativ. 
 
q Mycket positiv 
q Ganska positiv 
q Ganska negativ 
q Mycket negativ 
 
2. Hur har AstraZenecas kontakt med studenter påverkat din 

uppfattning om företaget?  
Kryssa för ett alternativ. 

 
q Mycket    
q Ganska mycket  
q Ganska lite    
q Inte alls    
 
3.  Vad anser du om AstraZeneca som framtida arbetsgivare? 
    Kryssa för ett alternativ. 
 
q Mycket intressant 
q Ganska intressant 
q Ganska ointressant 
q Ej intressant 
 
4.  Hur mycket vet du om AstraZeneca som arbetsgivare? 

Kryssa för det alternativ som bäst passar in på dig. 
 
q Mycket 
q Ganska mycket 
q Ganska lite 
q Inget alls 
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5.  Hur tänker du om ditt framtida arbetssökande?  
  Kryssa för det alternativ som bäst passar in på dig. 
 
q Jag har inga speciella preferenser, jag tar det jobb som erbjuds 
q Jag inriktar mig mot vissa branscher som jag finner intressanta 
q Jag inriktar mig mot flera företag som jag finner intressanta 
q Jag inriktar mig bara mot ett, eller ett fåtal, företag som är 

intressanta för mig 
 
6.  Hur stor betydelse har en arbetsgivares image för dig? 
   Kryssa för ett alternativ. 
 
q Mycket  
q Ganska mycket 
q Ganska lite  
q Inte alls 
 
 
7.  Vad är viktigt för dig när du söker jobb? Att 

arbetsgivaren… 
  Kryssa för de tre viktigaste alternativen. 
 
q …erbjuder stimulerande arbetsuppgifter 
q …tar hand om personalen 
q …utvecklas 
q …erbjuder intressanta produkter 
q …har en solid ekonomi 
q …har en modern ledarskapsstil och företagskultur 
q …erbjuder konkurrenskraftig lön och förmåner 
q …erbjuder en intern karriärutveckling 
q …är välrenommerat inom sin bransch 
q …är en bra referens för framtida karriärutveckling 
q …erbjuder möjlighet till arbete utomlands 
q Annat:_____________________________________________ 
 
8.   I vilket företag skulle du helst vilja arbeta om du fick välja idag?  
 
____________________________________________________________ 
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9. Nämn tre saker som du associerar med AstraZeneca.  
 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
10. Vad beror din uppfattning om AstraZeneca på? 
 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
 
11. Nämn de utbildningsområden du tror AstraZeneca rekryterar 
från. 
 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
 
12. Kön och Ålder: _________________________________________ 
 
 
13. Utbildningsprogram och årskurs: __________________________ 
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Appendix 3: Interview questions for Camilla Larsen and Ewa 
Erixson-Carlqvist, AstraZeneca’s contact persons for students  
 
 
1. Vad är syftet med ditt arbete? 
 
2. Varför har AstraZeneca medarbetare som sköter kontakterna med 

olika grupper från vilka ni vill rekrytera? 
 
3. Vilken målgrupp riktar AstraZeneca sig till? Varför? 
 
4. Vilka arbetar du med? 
 
5. Hur arbetar du? 
 
6. Vilka avser AstraZeneca att rekrytera? Varför? 
 
7. Vilket budskap vill AstraZeneca förmedla? Varför? 
 
8. Hur avgör ni vilket budskap som ska förmedlas? Vad grundas det 

på? 
 
9. Vilka fördelar, respektive nackdelar med att vara anställd på 

AstraZeneca förmedlar ni?  
 
10. Vilket gensvar har förmedlandet av budskapet givit? Varför? 
 
11. Hur tror ni att er målgrupp uppfattar AstraZeneca? 
 
12. Vilka kanaler använder ni er av för att kommunicera ut ert 

budskap/rekrytera? 
 
13. Hur avgör ni vilka kanaler som är de rätta? 
 
14. Har AstraZeneca en image? Vilken? 
 
15. Har AstraZeneca ett ”varumärke som arbetsgivare”? Vilket? 
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16. Vad innebär det att ha ett varumärke som arbetsgivare? 
 
17. Vad skiljer AstraZeneca från andra företag med liknande 

verksamhet? 
 
18. Hur försöker AstraZeneca attrahera dem ni vill rekrytera? 
 
19. Fungerar det? 
 
20. Vad tror du är viktigt för dem som söker jobb? 
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Appendix 4: Our survey 
 
Our survey is based on the answers of 307 respondents from Uppsala 
University, Chalmers Tekniska Högskola, Lunds Universitet and Kungliga 
Tekniska Högskolan.  
 
 

Graph 1: What do you think of AZ as a future 
employer?
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Graph 2: How important is an employer's 
image for you?
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Graph 3: Important criteria when searching for 
a job
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Note that Graph 4 above corresponds to the questions listed below. Alt 1 in 
the graph corresponds to the first box marking, and so on, from the 
questions below  
 
What is important for you when searching for a job? That the 
employer… 
Please mark the three most important variables. 
 
q …offers stimulating tasks 
q …takes good care of employees 
q …is developing 
q …offers interesting products 
q …has a solid financial situation 
q …practises modern leadership and has a modern corporate 

culture 
q …offers competitive wages and benefits 
q …offers internal career possibilities 
q …has a good reputation 
q …is a good reference for future career  
q …offers the possibility of working abroad 
q Other:_____________________________________________ 
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Graph 5: How much do you know about 
AZ as an employer?
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Graph 6: To what extent has AZ's student 
contacts affected your perception of the 

company?
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Appendix 5: Attrack Young Professionals 25-40, 2003 
 

This investigation is based on the answers from 6.360 civil engineers, which 
corresponds to an answering rate of 54%. The investigation was conducted 
as a web-survey.  
 
 

Graph 1: Important criteria when chosing 
employer
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Note to graph above: The respondents could select an unlimited number of 
options. 
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Graph 2: Prioritized benefits
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Note to graph above: the respondents were asked to mark no more than three 
alternatives. 
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Graph 3: Latest recruitment channel
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Appendix 6: Universum’s investigations 
 
This whole appendix has Universum’s three different investigations as 
source of data.  
 
FöretagsBarometern 2003 – Teknologer 
 
2337 students of natural sciences related subjects from all over the country 
have participated in this survey. The answering rate corresponds to 65% for 
the mail version and 35% for the electronic version. The relation of 
distribution between the mail and electronic version respectively is not 
known. 

Graph 1: Respondents - Students of natural 
sciences related subjects
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Graph 2: Knowledge/Interest/Ideal
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Table 1: Associations 

What do you associate with the company? 
(Please mark as many alternatives as you 
wish) 

    

  
AstraZeneca 
-03 

AstraZeneca 
-02 Total 

Exiting products 80% 71% 70% 
Market success 77% 73% 57% 
Financial strength 61% 58% 43% 
Good reputation 56% 49% 40% 
Innovative solutions 31% 26% 41% 
Strong corporate culture 29% 31% 30% 
Ethical and moral 23% 16% 25% 
Hierarchical structure 22% 22% 23% 
Dynamic organization 20% 16% 26% 
Recruits the best 16% 21% 15% 
Conservative work 
environment 12% 15% 17% 
Too competitive work 
environment 9%  11% 
Unattractive location 6% 12% 9% 

 
Note to table above: the column ‘Total’ concerns the industry mean value, 
i.e. of all companies in the pharmaceutical industry that form part of the 
investigation. These values should be seen as reference values. 
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Table 2: Offers 

What do you think the company offers? 
(Please mark as many alternatives as you 
wish) 

    

  
AstraZeneca 
-03 

AstraZeneca 
-02 Total 

Good reference for future 
career 74% 65% 68% 
International career 
opportunities 70% 53% 52% 
Internal training 61% 49% 54% 
Project based work 56% 46% 57% 
Varying tasks 54% 34% 63% 
Increasingly challenging 
tasks 54% 49% 56% 
Inspiring colleges 49% 42% 51% 
Secure employment 45% 46% 40% 
Competitive remuneration 42% 42% 42% 
Flexible working hours 36% 27% 35% 
Leading position 27% 27% 29% 
Trainee program 27% 23% 30% 
Too much over-time 18%   20% 

 
Note to table above: the column ‘Total’  concerns the industry mean value, 
i.e. of all companies in the pharmaceutical industry that form part of the 
investigation. These values should be seen as reference values. 
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Graph 3: Attractive offers
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Note to the graph above: The respondents were asked to mark no more than 
three alternatives. 
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Graph 4: Career goals
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Note to the graph above: The respondents were asked to mark no more than 
three alternatives. 
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Graph 5: Benefits
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Note to the graph above: The respondents were asked to mark no more than 
three alternatives. 
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Graph 6: Preferred information channels
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Note to graph above: the respondents were asked to mark no more than three 
alternatives.  
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Table 3: Used channels of information 

How have you gathered 
information about your 
ideal employers? 

    

  
AstraZeneca  
-03 

AstraZeneca  
-02 Total 

Work forums 58% 60% 46% 
Articles in papers and 
magazines 44%  40% 
Company homepage 42% 34% 37% 
TV/radio 33% 24% 28% 
AZ contacts 27% 27% 22% 
Job advertisments 24%  15% 
Student colleges 23% 18% 16% 
Guest lectures 23% 19% 15% 
Printed material 19% 5% 20% 
Recruitment brochures 17%  13% 
Field trips 17%   13% 
Career guides 9% 14% 10% 
Internship 7% 7% 6% 
Other 6% 5% 12% 
Career service at university 6% 9% 4% 
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FöretagsBarometern 2002 – Ekonomer 
 
2884 business students from all over the country have participated in this 
survey. The distribution corresponds to: mail version 58% and electronic 
version 42%. The answering rate for the mail version corresponds to 21%, 
while the same for the electronic version not is known.  
 

Graph 7: Attractive offers
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Note to the graph above: The respondents were asked to mark no more than 
three alternatives. 
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Graph 8: Benefits
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Note to the graph above: The respondents were asked to mark no more than 
three alternatives. 
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Graph 9: Preferred information 
channels
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Note to the graph above: The respondents were asked to mark no more than 
three alternatives. 
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Young Professionals’ Survey 2003 
 
Around 10.000 young professionals from Denmark, Norway, Sweden, 
Finland and Switzerland have participated in this survey. Exactly how many 
that participated in the Swedish version, from where the following data has 
been extracted, is not known.  
 

Graph 10: Associations
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Note to graph above: The respondents could select an unlimited number of 
alternatives.  
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Graph 11: Attractive offers
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Note to the graph above: The respondents were asked to mark no more than 
three alternatives. 
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Graph 12: Compensation package
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Note to the graph above: The respondents were asked to mark no more than 
three alternatives. 
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Graph 13: Companies offer
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Note to the graph above: The respondents were asked to mark no more than 
three alternatives. 
 

Graph 14: Current job
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